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ABSTRACT

Temporal Phenomenology of Tics

in Tourette’s

Syndrome

Paul Princeton Wang

1986

Slow-motion and frame-by-frame videotape analysis were applied to re¬
cordings of 17 arbitrarily-selected Tourette's Syndrome (TS) patients.
The subjects were recorded, in near and far focus, under 3 conditions:
either quiet or reading aloud, with an observer in the recording room,
and quiet while alone in the room.
tic counts,
1.

tic durations,

Determinations were made of total

and pattern of tic occurrence.

Slow-motion videotape analysis

is

a new technique for the pheno¬

menological investigation of TS.
Its time resolution is 1/30
second.
Spatial resolution and tic subtlety limited the ability
to perceive and define tics, especially in far focus.
It was
felt that reliable tic counts were determined best in combination
with normal speed viewing.

Good reliability was

achieved in du¬

ration measurements despite the limitations.
Future investiga¬
tors should focus closely on the area(s) of scrutiny.
2.

Tic rates decreased while reading.
This may be a result of sen¬
sory intake behavior mediated by noradrenergic mechanisms.

3.

Within an anatomic region,

tic durations showed variability be¬

tween patients, from one clinic visit to the next
patient, and sometimes by recording condition.
4.

Except

in a few cases,

the

for a single

intervals between tics did not

fit a

Poisson model for either individual tics or for all of a single
patient's tics.
Most tics seemed to occur in bouts rather than
randomly.
The within-burst and between-burst patterns
be characterized.

remain to

Further analysis of tic phenomenology may help elucidate the neural
mechanisms of motor control.

l
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PART I
INTRODUCTION

2
The pace of neurobiological research on Tourette's Syndrome
followed a crescendo since

1961, when Seignot,

reported the efficacy of haloperidol
not

1961).

generally,

and Caprini and Melotti

in treating TS

(Caprini

1961,

Seig¬

TS research has paralleled research in the medical sciences
in its

reductionistic trend towards

fundamental understand¬

ings of normal and pathologic processes.

Scholars

in the TS

tainly have not neglected their clinical

frontiers,

though.

stance,

(TS) has

TS has been and continues

psychological study

(Cohen 1982).

guiding contemporary therapy.

For

in¬

to be the focus of paradigmatic
Such work has proven invaluable

Studies on the organismic

an important prelude to more molecular research.
this point especially well,

field cer¬

for

level also are

Geneticists

illustrate

as their efforts move from the characteriza¬

tion of clinical associations to chromosomal

studies.

Tourette's Syn¬

drome research also exhibits the multidisciplinary approach of today's
science.

Investigators

in neurophysiology,

neuropharmacology,

and psychology have contributed seminally to its understanding.

genetics,
This

report presents the results of an investigation on the organismic level,
using techniques derived from ethology,

and pertaining to TS.

SECTION 1
GENERAL BACKGROUND

The Frenchman George Gilles de la Tourette is credited with the ger¬
minal description of the syndrome which bears his name (Gilles de la
Tourette 1885), though a possible case of TS was described as early as
the fifteenth century (Sprenger 1489).
el Johnson,

In the eighteenth century, Samu¬

"the greatest man of his age," may have been afflicted with

TS (Murray 1982).

Various formulations of TS were made through the

years, but Gilles de la Tourette's distillation of the essence of TS
still holds fairly well.

He saw that TS is a hereditary condition char¬

acterized by both motor and phonic "incoordination in the form of abrupt
muscular jerks" and "articulated or inarticulated sounds," that echolalia, coprolalia, and echopraxia occur in TS, that the condition is life¬
long, with onset in childhood, and that physical and mental health is
otherwise basically normal

(Goetz and Klawans 1982).

Current diagnostic criteria were formalized in Diagnostic and Statis tical Manual of Mental Disorders, Third Edition under the title "Tour¬
ette's Disorder" (American Psychiatric Association 1980).

These include

the following:
A) Age at onset between 2 and 15 years;
B) Presence of recurrent, involuntary, repetitive, rapid, purposeless
motor movements affecting multiple muscle groups;
C) Multiple vocal tics;
D) Ability to suppress movements voluntarily for minutes to hours;

4
E) Variations

in the intensity of the symptoms over weeks or months;

and
F) Duration of more than one year.
Both Gilles de

la Tourette and DSM-III

ciated behavioral
tional problems,
ette diathesis

features,

thus omit consideration of asso¬

including obsess ions-compulsions

which have been postulated to be related to the Tour¬

(Comings

1984,

There are also substantial

Cohen 1982,

reservations

Montgomery 1982,

on the "involuntary" nature of the tics,

ity,

which is not unique to TS among movement disorders
1984).

A current proposal

lists

the classification of tic syndromes:
phonic),

number of different tics,

pairment on the afflicted's
periodicity,

ry experience,
diagnoses,

(months or years),
al).

tic frequency,

Co¬
in

(motor or
im¬

variability/

sensory component/premonito¬

features and other psychiatric

at time of diagnosis,

and tic disorder status

(current,

duration

remittent,

residu¬

This scheme addresses the reservations mentioned previously,
(Leckman,

and

in

c).

The diagnosis of a full-blown case of TS
today,

1985,

degree of consequent

is applicable throughout the spectrum of tic disorders
press,

(Caine

the effector system

age at onset,

ordinal episode of tics

and on their suppressibil-

complexity,

associated behavioral

1982).

thirteen descriptive dimensions

functioning,

suppressibility,

Nee

about the criteria on age at on¬

set,

hen

and atten-

is unlikely to be mistaken

with observation and a thorough history.

Various other neuropsy¬

chiatric disorders cause abnormal motor movements at times.

These in¬

clude the stereotypies of the pervasive developmental disorders,
spontaneous dyskinesias seen in psychotic disorders,

the

and the manifold

5
symptoms of the basal ganglia pathologies.

These diagnoses generally

can be differentiated by their associated features.
cation,

Lesch-Nyhan and Wilson's disease,

tiple sclerosis,
sidered

general paresis,

restlessness,

out of context statements,

touching objects.
and noises

(Cohen

mul¬

and seizure disorder may also be con¬

from severe Attention Deficit Disorder

ior,

cerebrovascular accident,

(American Psychiatric Association 1980).

disorders can exhibit

Amphetamine intoxi¬

The distinction of TS

(ADD) may be difficult.

fidgety movements,

diffuse hyperactivity,

Both

impulsive behav¬
and fingering and

ADD sufferers may even have a few tic-like grimaces
1984).

It can be similarly difficult to distinguish

TS and Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder

(OCD).

The relations of ADD and

OCD to TS are discussed further below.

The prevalence of TS

is estimated at between

(American Psychiatric Association 1980).
ders,

including transient tic disorder,

15% in school-aged boys

(Cohen 1984).

1 and 5 per

10,000

The full range of tic disor¬
may have a prevalence as high as

SECTION 2
PHENOMENOLOGY

2.1

TIC DEFINITION

The symptoms of TS cover a range that
prising to the uninitiated.
are recognized.

is

The categories have been demarcated by lists

of the prevailing categorization,
(to the observer)

gans of speech.

This

simple phonic tics are those meaning¬

sound-generating tics produced by the usual or¬
category includes

diaphragm are utilized.

tics of the

coprolalia,

lips

and/or tongue

whether or not the

Complex phonic tics

engage words

larynx and

singly or in

either by their "involuntary" utterance or by the

"involuntary" modulation of speech rhythm,
Echolalia,

and by

In a more formulaic translation

(but not the teeth) which generate sound,

sensical combination,

and sur¬

Motor or phonic and simple or complex tics

rather subjective descriptive criteria.

less

remarkably broad,

tone,

and speech atypicalities

accent,

or intensity.

and rituals

are among

the complex phonic symptoms.

Motor tics can be defined by exclusion.
ple and complex motor tics

The distinction between sim¬

is more problematic.

simple motor tics are those movements

Again in formulation,

requiring the momentary contrac¬

tion of only a single muscle group or the simultaneous
(laterally)
ing."

symmetric groups.

They are described as

contraction of

"rapid and dart¬

Complex motor tics are extended in time and require the spatial-

-

7
ly-

and temporally-coordinated action of more than one muscle group.

Observers may be able to attribute an apparent purpose to complex motor
tics,

as opposed to the simple ones.

and self-destructive behaviors

are

Dystonic posturing,

included in the complex motor group.

Practical experience reveals difficulty in classifying,
forceful and extended eyeblinks,
tremity that

(adventitiously?)

the body or a foreign object,
encountered tics
be exempt

is provided

copropraxia,

peculiar grimaces,

for example,

movements of the ex¬

produce sound or contact another part of
and the

(Table

like.

1).

A list of some frequently

No voluntary muscle appears to

from potential tic involvement.

TABLE

1

Some Common Tics

Simple Motor Tics:
Eye Blinking
Neck Jerking
Shoulder Shrugging
Facial Grimacing

Complex Motor Tics:
Hitting Self
Jumping
Hopping
Touching Objects
Picking Up and Smelling
Obj ects
L

Simple Phonic Tics:
Throat Clearing
Barking
Sniffing
Hissing

Complex Phonic Tics:
Single Words
Coprolalia
Echolalia
Palilia (repeating
f
one s own
sounds or words)

8
In DSM-III,

Tourette's Disorder is

stereotyped movement disorders,

listed under the

and indeed,

repetitive and stereotyped movements.
the course of months,
able to ask then,
Conversely,

tics

Tics

larger rubric of

are considered to be

in TS are known to vary over

and are required to be multiform.

It

is

reason¬

when are two or more tics defined instead of one?

what are the

limits on stereotypy for a single tic?

Only

casual observation and subjective judgement have been employed to answer
these questions.

A number of phenomena seem pertinent to this

issue.

The published accounts of a TS patient report the ability to modulate
tic intensity and body part effected

(and time of occurrence)

1980).

Camouflaging and substitution of symptoms

nized.

It

tic can be,
made

is not clear,

then,

(Bliss

are also well

recog¬

how variable in form and in time a single

given a unique neurological source.

Suggestions have been

to investigate the variability in tic intensity and the phenomenon

of symptom substitution
form of facial tics.

(Shapiro

1986).

One study underway examines the

By statistical tests of association,

should define tics by their specific muscle effectors

this endeavor

(de Lanerolle,

personal communication).

2.2

VOLUNTARISM

Tic stereotypy also is connected to the issue of whether tics
voluntary or not.

Bliss

(1980)

provided a most compelling and vivid ac¬

count of inner urges preceding tics,
capitulate.

From his

are

to which the TS subject

first-person perspective.

is said to

Bliss described how he

became aware of these premonitory sensations over the course of many
years.

(Older adolescent and adult patients

report similar sensations

_

9
more often than younger patients do.)
tinguish these sensations,
objectionable actions.

He has

learned to partially ex¬

or to mitigate them to be expressed as

For him,

less

tic involuntarism is the reflexive,

stant capitulation to these urges.

in¬

Such "involuntary" tics may arise

for lack of vigilance or lack of ability to appreciate the premonitory
sensations.

Though his

unwanted urges,

"voluntary" tics

are

in a sense imposed by the

they can be called "intended"

if not

fully "voluntary."

(There is some question whether these sensory "premonitions" truly pre¬
cede and induce tics.

It

is possible that they represent artificial

constructs which the patient erects to help understand or rationalize
his movements.)

Cohen has expounded on the possible psychological

terpretations of the premonitions

(1984).

in¬

The suggestion that they rep¬

resent OCD-type obsessions also has been made.

Bliss also reports expressing tics of similar form but varying inten¬
sity,

a feature seen commonly in TS patients.

able volume to blinks of variable force,

From coprolalia of vari¬

Bliss would suggest that the

intensity of the premonitory urges determines the intensity of the con¬
sequent tics.

Finally,

Bliss states that "the use of blurted swearing

is the extension to an extreme of the common use of expletives to
punctuate and accent situations or

(2)

provide a final burst of energy."

This apparently deliberate choice of coprolalia adds
early psychiatrists'

interest to the

hypothesizing on coprolalia in TS.

contrast to the nonetheless

It stands

in

intriguing observation that obscenities

arise randomly with high frequency in computer-generated
1982).

(1)

language

(Nuwer

10
2.3

TEMPORAL VARIATION

Temporal variation in the
tic criteria for Tourette's.
sleep,

intensity of symptoms

is among the diagnos¬

Besides their virtual total elimination by

tics vary in frequency on a time scale of months,

minute-to-minute basis.

On the shortest time scale,

and also on a

tic frequency may

be dramatically reduced when the sufferer is placed in a highly struc¬
tured or novel social situation,

such as the doctor's office.

Chil¬

dren's tics often have been reported to be well-controlled at school but
violent at home.

Concentration tasks also seem to modulate tic frequen¬

cy

(Tanner

1982),

though some authors deny any systematic effect

ro

1986).

This disagreement may be due to differences

attention for the tasks

in each study.

(Shapi¬

in the focus of

Tanner's subjects

read aloud

(outward-directed attention), while Shapiro's subjects were asked to
perform mental arithmetic

(inward).

These distinct states

are correlat¬

ed with opposite cardiovascular and neurophysiologic effects
1975,

Schecter

Seasonal
triggers
tionnaire

(Williams

1973).

factors,

life events,

and stress were examined as possible

for waxing and waning in Jagger's pilot survey by mail ques¬
(1982),

though no rigorous data exist

in this regard.

[Such

variables also have been postulated to play a role in the initial emer¬
gence of TS.
8-12 weeks

(See below.)]

Some observers have noted a usual period of

for a waxing phase

course over a lifetime,

(Cohen 1984).

some patients

As the disorder runs

appear to lose these oscillations

in disease severity and display a more stable repertoire of tics
1985,

Lucas

1970).

its

(Caine

11
The progression of TS with physiologic maturation also is
temporal variation.

To review,

the onset of the disorder.
1982).

a mean age of seven has been found for

A range from 1-19 years

is cited

(Lucas

Motor tics usually appear first and frequently emerge in a clear

rostral-caudal sequence.
as simple tics,

Both motor and phonic symptoms tend to present

progressing to encompass complex ones

related observation is that
plex symptoms
Also,

a case of

(Jagger

1982).

A

late-onset patients tend to have more com¬

at the time of presentation than those with early-onset.

the early tics,

in the eyes,

severe and refractory to treatment

face,

and head,

(Leckman 1983a).

tend to be the most
It

is known that

brain neurochemical systems continue to mature through adolescence
(Leckman 1980)

and an association with TS progression has been suggested

(Leckman 1983a).

Related to

issues both of voluntarism and temporal patterning is the

anecdotally observed phenomenon that tics may occur

in bouts.

counts how capitulation to a sensory urge sometimes

results

diate re-appearance of the same urge,

stronger than before.

Bliss

in the

re¬

imme¬

This starts

him on a chain of progressively more violent repetition of the same tic.
In others,
"drive,"

the expression of a tic just once seems to quell the tic

for a time.

12
2.4

BEHAVIORAL FEATURES

Gilles de

la Tourette's original observation that the mental health

of TS sufferers

is otherwise basically normal must be modified in the

light of epidemiologic surveys.
commitants of

To begin,

there are the expected con-

lifelong debilitating disease.

ways must be a concern of the clinician.
also are often associated with TS.

It

Secondary depression al¬

OCD and the symptoms of ADD(H)

is a matter of considerable dis¬

pute whether they represent genetically-related forms of the same dis¬
ease process,

co-occurrence of two disorders,

or the unfortunate ac¬

quired sequelae to a chronic disease.

The precise,
of compulsions

ritualistic nature of some complex tics
in OCD.

Montgomery

sive-Compulsive symptoms
viewed.

(1980)

found Obses¬

in a total of 44 out of 95 TS patients

likelihood of having OC symptoms.

TS patients and their
indicated equal

103

inter¬

a).

In another study,

first-degree relatives,

direct

on 27

interview find¬

frequencies of OCD for relatives of TS+OCD probands

and of TS-only probands,
in press,

and Nee

Among Nee's patients with a family history of TS there was an

even higher

ings

(1982)

resembles that

further associating the two disorders

(Pauls,

The potentially catastrophic effect of these symptoms

graphically recounted by Cohen

(1982).

More than half the TS patients
the diagnostic criteria for ADD

in Comings'

(1984).

TS and ADD are genetically related,

It

series of 250 satisfied

is not clear though,

as Comings suggests

the relationship of stimulants to ADD symptoms
same 27 probands

is

in TS.

whether

in his study on
Pauls studied the

and 103 relatives as referred to above,

in regard to

13
the TS/ADD question

(in press,

b).

Here he found an eight-fold higher

incidence of ADD among relatives of TS+ADD probands than among relatives
of TS-only probands.

In the families of TS+ADD probands,

the two dis¬

eases were found to segregate independently.

The problem of ascertainment bias was

raised by Pauls.

This bias

arises because people with two disorders presumably are "clinically more
severe" and thus more

likely to come to medical attention.

two first-degree relatives

in Pauls'

In fact,

the

study who had previously sought

help for their tics were both diagnosed as having TS + ADD.

Eight with

TS alone and 1 with TS + ADD never had come to attention before.

This

phenomenon could cause an overestimate of the co-occurrence of TS and
ADD

(and of TS and OCD)

Interestingly,

in the whole affected population.

the behavioral symptoms

waxing and waning course.
course of tic intensity

That course is not always coincident with the

(Cohen 1982).

these symptoms has been reported
some patients'

2.5

OC symptoms

seen with TS also follow a

(Nee

Clonidine's beneficial effect on

(see below).

Haloperidol also helps

1980).

RATING SCALES

Both behavioral

features and the oscillations of symptom severity

have been of issue in the attempted quantification of disease severity
in TS.

In short term therapeutic studies

involving intravenous or in¬

tramuscular administration of drugs and putatively rapid responses,
counts over timed intervals have been employed
1981).

(Tanner

Despite known minute-to-minute fluctuations

1982,

tic

Stahl

in tic frequency,

14
this approach seems to be the most appropriate available when employed
in a stable environmental setting,

as has been the case.

Stahl

fied each subject's most frequent tic and counted only that.

identi¬

Tanner is

unique in having modified systematically the standard videotape record¬
ing with close-ups.

For the

longer term of days and weeks,

alone have been employed frequently
1980).

(Ross

1978,

tic counts

Feinberg 1979,

They also have been used in conjunction with an intensity factor

(Moldofsky

1974,

Borison 1982).

symptoms have been the rule.

Separate scores

Symptom lists,

for motor and phonic

which provide

information

on the range of tics,

also have been utilized in these trials

1980,

Investigators

Borison 1982).

concede,

ularity of tic symptoms confounds their

By necessity,

co-workers.

nontheless,

(Cohen

that the irreg¬

findings.

researchers have turned for help in assessing tic sta¬

tus to other sources,

time.

Cohen

This

including the patients'

approach facilitates

Patient and physician ratings

families,

a consensus view,

teachers,

and

averaged over

seem to correlate well,

though this

may be due to a "halo effect" where physician and patient exchange in¬
formation and viewpoints before making their respective ratings

(Shapiro

1986) .

Behavioral symptoms are addressed by all
of TS patients,

but no consensus exists on their place in the assessment

of the efficacy of pharmacotherapeutics.
ioral symptoms

The Yale group includes behav¬

in their current rating instrument.

reliable and valid ratings
improvement

in the clinical management

(Harcherik 1984).

in various behavioral symptoms

is

It appears to yield

In trials of clonidine,
cited as evidence of effi-

_

15
cacy.

This behavioral

provement

improvement actually seemed to precede tic im¬

(Leckman 1982).

Other investigators advocate the evaluation

of tics alone during therapeutic trials,
In clinical management,

Connors'

Choices

and other instruments

(Shaffer

relative weights,

etc.)

1969),

visual analog

are necessarily arbitrary at this point.
(TSGS)

for each of simple and complex,
factor for disruption,

their
As an

from the Yale group

from "0 = none" and "l = 1 or

in 5 minutes" to "5 = virtually uncountable."

score.

(Connors

(summation or multiplication of sub-ratings,

the "Tourette Syndrome Global Scale"

The overall

1979b).

are used often.

rates tic frequency on a six point scale,
less

1983),

1979a,

for rating scale gradation and the method of calculating a

single overall score

example,

(Caine

Teacher Questionnaire

the Children's Global Assessment Scale
rating scales,

however

The frequency score

motor and phonic tics

is multiplied by a

from "l = camouflaged" to "5 = cannot

function."

tic score is added to an equally weighted overall behavioral

Early returns have shown a higher contribution from the behav¬

ioral score to the final rating,

in most cases

(Harcherik 1984).

It re¬

mains most valuable for characterization of the patient to examine the
two domains separately as well as concurrently.
as Appendix A.)

(The TSGS

is

included

.

SECTION 3
ETXOLOGIC CONSIDERATIONS

The etiology of TS was not subjected to neurophysiological scrutiny
until about a quarter century ago.
reviewed (Shapiro 1982a).

The early theorizing on TS has been

It seems to have consisted of vague referenc¬

es to "neuropathic heredity" and extensive psychological conjecture, es¬
pecially on the dark causes of coprolalia.

Since the advent of effec¬

tive chemotherapy for TS, etiologic investigations have proceeded along
a number of paths.

Most prominent have been investigations in epide¬

miology and genetics, neurophysiology, and neuropharmacology.

3.1

GENETICS

Tourette's Syndrome serves well as yet another forum for nature vs.
nurture dissertations.

(See, notably, Cohen 1982.)

A possible role for

"stress" has been mentioned above, and will be discussed further below
as part of an animal model.
dressed below also.

The role of stimulant medications is ad¬

What is clear, on the flip side,

netic factor in the expression of TS.

is the strong ge¬

Familial studies have produced

convincing evidence on the aggregation of TS and Chronic Multiple Tics
(CMT)

(Pauls 1984).

It is generally accepted that TS and CMT belong to

the same tic diathesis.

The higher prevalence among boys than girls is

also well-established, at a ratio of about 3:1.

Taken together with the

markedly increased risk for TS among relatives of girls with TS, as op-
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posed to boys,

this evidence had been taken to suggest a sex threshold

effect wherein girls must carry a greater genetic "dose" or "load"
order to manifest TS

Initial

results

(Pauls

1984,

Kidd

1982,

These rates

Obviously,

1980).

and 7 7% for TS and CMT

(Price

they affirm an environmental contribution to TS pathogenesis.

(Comings

tance in TS.

revealed no predominant HLA A or

1982).

Geneticists have put

forth several hypotheses on the mode of inheri¬

These include a major gene effect

ous numbers of alleles

(Kidd 1982),

(Baron 1980), with vari¬

or more specifically,

nant gene with a spectrum of phenotypic expressions,
(Comings

Kidd

are lower than had been reported anecdotally before.

HLA typing of 12 Caucasian TS patients
B type

1981,

from a study of 30 probably monozygotic twins demon¬

strated a 53% rate of concordance for TS,
1985).

Pauls

in

1984).

Unfortunately,

a single domi¬

including ADD

these workers used different symptom and

severity information in their models.

Furthermore,

Kidd could not

re¬

ject a multifactorial polygenic model.

Most recently,

the data from interviews by Pauls of the same subjects

referred to previously have been analyzed under an autosomal dominant
hypothesis

(in press,

a).

When only TS and CMT were included,

showed 99% penetrance among males

and 50% among females.

tion of OCD as a putative expression of the same gene,
penetrance and women showed 75%.
was rejected.

With these data,

With the addi¬

men showed 100%

the polygenic model

If these do represent alternative manifestations of the

same genetic pathology then the hypothesis on genetic
to be modified.

the data

loading will have

The main effect of sex would then be the form of ex-
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pression of the disease.

Discoveries of extensive kindreds

in Canada

and Oregon with many affected individuals are exciting opportunities

for

further genetic analysis.

3.2

CLINICAL NEUROLOGY

Neurologic findings

among TS patients

are uniformly "soft."

The

overall

frequency of clinical soft signs has been reported between 55%

and 62%

(Nomura 1979,

Shapiro 1978).

rate of 20% in normal children.
tients,

This compares with an expected

Neuropsychological testing of TS pa¬

many of whom were medicated with haloperidol,

normal mean intelligence quotient on the WISC-R,

has

indicated a

but an unusually high

incidence of visual-performance discrepancies of fifteen points or more
(Shapiro 1978).

Coding subtest scores were significantly lower than

other subtest scores.
of designs

(Incagnoli

Bender-Gestalt evaluation showed impaired copying
1982).

Right hemisphere involvement also has been

implicated by other assessment strategies designed to identify specific
lobar pathology.
terial,
tients

Deficits

and reduced verbal
(Sutherland 1982).

most useful

in memory,

copying of visually-presented ma¬

fluency were found,

again in medicated pa¬

Conservative interpreters

in guiding educational efforts

find these results

for TS patients.

Of course,

haloperidol treatment and the frequent ADD-like symptoms of TS children
are often major contributors to any academic difficulties

encountered.

Complaints of disordered sleep are common among those afflicted with
TS

[44% for Nee's patients

ported

(Mendelson 1980).

found frequently also

(1982)],

with decreased slow-wave sleep re¬

Enuresis persistent past age nine has been

(Jagger 1982,

Moldofsky 1974).
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The neurophysiology of TS has been reviewed by Obeso

(1982).

Elec¬

troencephalogram abnormalities were noted in 21 of 45 patients studied
by Volkmar
tent

(1984).

The most

frequent abnormalities

found were persis¬

immature wave patterns with increased posterior sharp wave activity

and/or excessive slow wave activity.

Volkmar found that

TS correlated with probability of EEG abnormality.

early onset of

Only a few cases of

epileptiform activity have been seen.

They did not demonstrate any time

correlation with tics,

(1982)

though.

Domino

found no effect on the EEG

from haloperidol treatment up to 22 milligrams per day in his series of
five patients.

Visual and somatosensory evoked reponses

(VER's,

studied in a handful of unmedicated TS patients.
showed no abnormalities on somatosensory EP's
five treated and five untreated patients
tude changes,
ied VER's,

and other changes,

SER's,

elsewhere

Three children with TS

(Obeso 1982).

related to haloperidol.

Krumholz stud¬

and brainsterm auditory evoked responses

(12.5%)

(Krumholz

incidence of EEG changes,
1983).

in a cohort

from controls.

He also

similar to those described

The only study of the

ditory evoked potentials was

Domino's

all showed VER wave IV ampli¬

of forty and found no consistent differences
found a low

SER's) have been

late components

conducted by van de Wetering

(1985).

in au¬
Six

unmedicated TS patients with normal CT scans showed a "low degree of
identiflability" of the components between 80 and 280 milliseconds
(msec)

after stimulation,

compared to controls.

After medication,

these

waveform amplitudes were still significantly smaller than those for con¬
trols.

The authors suggest that the findings may reflect attention def¬

icits on the part of the patients.
ment of attention was made.

Unfortunately,

no clinical assess¬
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Electromyographic recordings have been made on six British patients.
In simple tics,

bursts of muscle activity up to 200 msec were noted.

Co-contraction of agonist and antagonist muscles was
rule.

Complex tics were associated with

looking "ballistic movement patterns"

found to be the

longer burst

(Obeso

length and normal¬

1982).

Probably the most significant electrophysiologic finding in TS con¬
trasted EEG's during tics

and voluntary imitations of tics.

cortical premovement potential was not
in each of six subjects.

found before 5 out of 6 tics,

In the sixth,

1/10 of the normal amplitude.

The normal
one

the premovement potential was

Conceding that only six simple tics were

studied and that premonitory sensations were not assayed,

the investiga¬

tors suggested that simple tics appear not to be produced by the same
neural mechanisms

as the similar willed movements.

cal origin was suggested
tics would show,
Bliss',

(Obeso

1981).

In fact,

a subcorti¬

One wonders what result complex

and what subjects who report premonitory urges,

like

would show.

Neuropathologic studies have been performed on only three cases.
None either were conducted within the
lished in English.
ganglia or midbrain.

One made no microscopic

CT scan of the brain of

tio,

(Richardson

1982).

Radiologically,

19 TS patients showed no significant differences

in ventricular volume,

ventricular assymetries,

(Harcherik 1985).

investigation of the basal

The considered opinion is that no definitive his¬

topathologic changes were discovered

from controls

last thirty years or were pub¬

right-left ventricular volume ra¬

ventricular-brain ratio,

or brain density
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Is there definitive evidence anatomically relating TS to the basal
ganglia?

No.

To start,

other movements disorders

however,

there is the current understanding of

(Parkinson's,

Huntington's,

their prominent basal ganglia pathology.
missing cortical premovement potential
esizing.

ballismus)

As mentioned above,

and

Obeso's

is consistent with such hypoth¬

(Further evidence of the basal ganglia's role in movement

discussed at the end of this

report.)

Mostly,

there is the knowledge of

the anatomy of various neurotransmitter systems,
evidence implicating some of them.

is

and the pharmacological

This evidence will be considered

next.

3.3

NEUROPHARMACOLOGY

A burgeoning literature on neuropharmacological studies
has

appeared in recent years.

Before considering that

would be wise to consider Caine's

caveat

in Tourette's

literature,

it

(1985):

Neurochemical and other related neurobiological studies of TS
are veritably in the horse-and-buggy era.
Studies used small
sample populations,

variable assay techniques,

and different

forms of provocative testing in some instances and generally
made no attempt to preselect patients along neurobiologically
meaningful lines (e.g., positive and negative family history,
haloperidol responders and non-responders).

Of the neurotransmitters,

dopamine

(DA) was the first and remains the

most widely implicated in the pathogenesis of TS.

Its

ferred from several clinical observations.

dopaminergic recep¬

tor-blocking agents such as haloperidol
toms

in 60-80?£ of TS patients

(Shapiro

dopaminergic autoreceptor stimulants

First,

role has been in¬

and pimozide suppress tic symp¬
1982b,

Ross

1978).

Second,

apomorphine and piribedil also ame-
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liorate TS symptoms

(Feinberg 1979).

levo-dihydroxyphenylalanine
nists)

(L-DOPA)

can exacerbate symptoms

(Klawans

1978).

(usually

It

(i.e.

1984,

stimulant medication and
direct dopaminergic ago¬
Klempel

1974).

Fourth,

in adult psychiatric patients upon

removal of dopaminergic receptor blockade)

is curious that haloperidol doses used to treat TS

5 mg/day or less)

purposes.

(i.e.

(Caine

Tourette-like symptoms may emerge
neuroleptic withdrawal

Third,

are much

lower than those used for other

Fluphenazine is the only phenothiazine found effective in

suppressing tics.

In neurochemical studies on 6 TS patients,
mean cerebrospinal
homovanillic acid

fluid

(CSF)

(HVA),

Cohen

(1979)

found lower

levels of the main brain DA metabolite,

than in 14 controls,

concentrations

in both groups.

Butler

CSF HVA levels

in 9 patients versus

(1979)

correcting for probenecid
demonstrated low baseline

39 controls.

He also saw a de¬

creased pre-probenecid to post-probenecid HVA ratio in his patients com¬
pared to adult controls

from another study.

The ability of clonidine to ameliorate symptoms
patients points toward noradrenergic involvement
1981,

Dorsey

1981).

Clinically,

1983).

but never eliminated.

(Leckman 1985a,

and TS symptoms are amelio¬

Waxing and waning persist as well

Clonidine is postulated to act by preferentially

«2-adrenergic receptors,
Clonidine effects

changes

Bruun

the response to clonidine tends to be

less rapid than the response to haloperidol,
rated,

in about half of TS

probably located presynaptically

(Leckman

stimulating
(Sharma 1978).

in the concentration of the norepinephrine

(NE) metabolite 3-methoxy-4-hydroxyphenethyleneglycol

(MHPG)

in the
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brain of rats
brains

(Maas

(Braestrup
1977).

1976)

In man,

and decreases MHPG production in monkey

clonidine had no acute effect on plasma-

free MHPG in 6 unmedicated TS patients
NE theories

Converse to the

is the observation that the NE reuptake blocker desipramine

had no effect on TS symptoms over
1979b).

(Leckman 1983b).

four weeks

in six patients

(Caine

(Further discussion on clonidine-related research is presented

below.)

Involvement of serotonergic and cholinergic systems also has been
suggested.

5-hydroxyindole acetic acid

(5-HT) metabolite,

following probenecid loading

1977).

mine on tics
choline,

(Tanner

deanol,

however

Conflicting reports
1982,

and

1979,

Co¬

Stahl

(Caine

1979b,

Shapiro

1978,

exist on the effects of physostig-

1981).

Trials of cholinergic agents

lecithin have produced preliminary results that are

not encouraging either

(Polinsky

1980).

ed motor tics but exacerbated vocal tics
tients

(Butler

Limited studies of the therapeutic effects of serotonergic

agents have not been encouraging,
Van Woert

the major serotonin

appears to accumulate in abnormally low concentration

in the CSF of TS subjects
hen 1978).

(5-HIAA),

Intramuscular scopolamine abat¬
in an acute trial on ten pa¬

(Tanner 1982).

Some patients have reported that heroin ameliorates their symptoms
(Cohen 1984).

Naloxone does block the hypotensive effects of clonidine

(Srimal

1977),

and enkephalin-containing neurons

ganglia

(Snyder

1979).

y-aminobutyric acid
some TS patients

Clonazepam,

(GABA) was

(Gonce

1977).

are known in the basal

which enhances the central effect of

reported to partially relieve symptoms

in

A more extensive review has been made by
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Leckman

(in press,

b)

of trials with various neuropharmacological agents

and of other neurochemical

studies.

As he states,

plications of these disparate findings vis a vis
ogical mechanism in TS

the

is unclear."

So too

Caine's

out that the neurotransmitter systems most studied
have diffuse regulatory roles.
(Grace

1984a).

It

reserva¬

is the issue of clinical waxing/waning phase

and any neuropharmacological confusion it may entail.

lator"

im¬

the major pathophysiol¬

Before hypothesizing and synthesizing these data,
tions are recalled.

"theoretical

Caine also points

(the DA and NE ones)

A better moniker for them is

"neuromodu¬

is not clear at all how these systems may be

focally involved in the rapid neurophysiological events that actually
generate tics.

Of course,

tative neurotransmitters

any role for the many recently discovered pu¬

(neuropeptides,

glutamate,

etc.)

has not been

investigated yet.

To explain the pharmacological and HVA evidence,
ed that a supersensitive dopamine receptor causes
of the post-synaptic systems.

(Friedhoff

1982).

relative overactivity

These provide negative

presynaptic dopaminergic neuron at
proposed

it has been suggest¬

feedback to the

levels of DA lower than usual,

it

is

Noradrenergic systems are not believed to be

involved initially in TS pathogenesis

for a few reasons.

ameliorative effects of clonidine have been mentioned.

The

incomplete

Second,

chal¬

lenges of acute low-dose clonidine administered to untreated TS children
did not produce responses different

from that of normal children,

several measures of a-adrenergic receptor sensitivity.
assays

for plasma and urinary catecholamine metabolites,

in

These included
growth hormone,
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blood pressure,
bance

and sedation

(Leckman 1983b).

in NE systems was demonstrated.

Third,

Thus,

no primary distur¬

it has been reported that

haloperidol responsiveness predicts clonidine response in TS
versa).

Borison studied 12 TS patients

effects of placebo,
operidol.
peridol.

haloperidol,

(or vice

in a double-blind trial of the

and clonidine.

Of the 6 clonidine responders,

Seven responded to hal¬

5 also had responded to halo¬

This observation suggests that the neurophysiological effects

of the two drugs are related.

Studies on the rat brain have suggested the presence of noradrenergic
effects on DA systems.
decrease in rat

Anden

(1976)

demonstrated a clonidine-induced

forebrain DOPA accumulation.

by brain section at the caudal hypothalamus.

This

effect was

Bunney

(1982)

abolished

indicted the

5-HT raphe system as a possible intermediary for noradrenergic effects
on nigrostriatal DA systems.
the serotonergic nucleus.

These effects

The figure illustrates the proposed connec¬

tions between brain DA and NE systems.

If noradrenergic changes are re¬

active to some other primary derangement,
count

are eliminated by lesion of

it would be possible to ac¬

for occassional worsening of symptoms on clonidine if the NE

system(s)

already was compensated optimally

(Leckman 1983a).

The effects of chronic clonidine treatment are being investigated in
a number of paradigms of adrenergic responsivity.
parotid salivary,

growth hormone,

Among them are the

and cardiovascular responses.

Most

reliable seem to be the results demonstrating persistent effect by clo¬
nidine on noradrenergic function even after extensive chronic clonidine
therapy

(Leckman 1983b,

Selinger

1984).

Among other effects,

steady
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FIGURE
Putative Pathways Linking NE and DA Systems

in the Brain

Ach

Ach - acetylcholine,

DA - dopamine,

GABA - Jf-aminobutyric acid,

NE - norepinephrine, S.P. - substance P, 5-HT - serotonin,
C.G. - central gray matter, C.N. - caudate nucleus, Raphe dorsal

raphe,

S.N.

-substantia nigra.

(From Leckman 1983a.)

state plasma HVA increased after twelve weeks of clonidine therapy
one trial on 6 patients

(Leckman

twelve-week trial on 7 patients
man

1984.)

others

Provocative testing,

(Caine

1984),

Citing recent
ease,

Stahl

is

(Leckman,

but decreased in a second
in press,

a).

(See also Leck¬

illustrated by these experiments and

regarded as a promising investigative method.

findings

(1982)

1983b),

in

in Tardive Dyskinesia and Huntington's dis¬

put forth the proposition that the interaction be¬

tween dopaminergic and cholinergic systems may hold significance for TS
also.

Singer

(1984)

found that CSF acetylcholinesterase

levels

unmedicated TS patients did not differ significantly from levels
trols.

in seven
in con¬

He felt that this data did not support a pathophysiologic asso¬

ciation between cholinergic mechanisms and TS.
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The calcium channel blocker nifedipine was
benefit

in treating TS symptoms

the class of agents

reported to have been of

(Goldstein 1984).

It

is

reasoned that

represented by nifedipine may act presynaptically to

decrease neurotransmitter release.
both used effectively in TS,

The drugs penfluridol and pimozide,

also are calcium channel blockers

(Gould

1983).

Subgrouping of TS patients by haloperidol response and family history
is championed in the literature by the group at Rochester.
amant
(Caine

They are ad¬

in the belief that TS is a pathogenically heterogeneous disorder
1982,

the various

Nee

1980).

symptoms of TS may be attributable to variably distinct neu¬

rochemical pathologies
inergic)

The Yale group presents the possibility that

(e.g.

behavioral

- noradrenergic,

motor

and/or to a balance between neurotransmitter systems

- dopam¬

(Riddle,

submitted).

3.4

STIMULANT MEDICATION

Exposure to stimulant medications
proportion of TS children.

is

common to the history of a

The observation that amphetamine can exacer¬

bate tics transiently was cited as evidence
Caine

(1984)

verified this

large

finding in the

for tic involvement

laboratory.

What

in TS.

is more con¬

troversial is the question of whether stimulants can cause the emergence
of tics,

and their persistence after discontinuation of the medicine,

previously asymptomatic patients.

A number of reports have suggested

the answer to be affirmative

1982,

(Lowe

Golden 1977).

However,

in

exami¬

nation subsequently has been made of 91 consecutive patients with suffi-
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ciently detailed histories to determine the time interval
hyperactivity to onset of tics.

from onset of

The mean interval among patients treat¬

ed with stimulant medications was

found to be greater than for patients

treated with stimulants after tic onset.
equally likely in the two groups.

A family history of TS was

The authors

interpret this

finding to

mean that the earlier-medicated patients would have developed tics with¬
out stimulant treatment.

They also believe stimulants may have a role

in the treatment of children with both TS and ADD(H)

Erenberg

(1985)

reviewed his

treated with stimulants.
in 11 of 39.

1984).

experience in 48 Tourette patients

He found an exacerbation of pre-existing tics

Four of 9 patients without pre-existing tics were still on

a stimulant when their tics emerged.
ment

(Comings

He also found behavioral

in 22 patients, without tic exacerbation in

a role for stimulants

in the treatment of TS patients.

found 6 monozygotic twin pairs concordant
stimulant treatment.

13 of them,

However,

for TS,

suggesting

Price

(in press)

but discordant

for

all the medicated twins had experienced

the onset of tics before receiving any medication.
clude twins concordant

improve¬

The data did not

for stimulant treatment but not

for TS.

in¬

Price

also expressed the common opinion that more rigorous case-control meth¬
ods probably will be needed before definite conclusions can be drawn.

Tourette

investigators

also are cognizant of the difficulty in recon¬

ciling the neurochemical hypotheses of TS and ADD,

which is generally

attributed to relative underactivity of the DA systems

(Leckman 1983a).

J
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3.5

OTHER CLUES

Animal models

for childhood behavioral disturbances have been viewed

with both interest and reservations on extrapolation to humans

(Alpert

1978).

is that

The model referred to most often in connection with TS

of amphetamine-stress
Leckman

(1985b).

physical stress

sensitization.

To highlight

It was thoroughly reviewed by

its salient features,

various

forms of

and amphetamine administration have been found to induce

(synergistically?)

stereotyped behaviors

in animals.

Central dopamin¬

ergic mechanisms have been implicated in these effects,

because of modu¬

latory roles played by dopaminergic agents and by DA depletion with
6-hydroxydopamine

(6-OHDA).

Endocrinologic factors

also may modulate

the stereotypies,

through sexual dimorphism of DA systems.

Age-depen¬

dency in these phenomena may be related to the ontogeny of DA systems.
Lastly,

there is a perceived similarity between amphetamine sensitiza¬

tion and the process of electrical kindling of seizures.
noradrenergic,

cholinergic,

serotonergic,

Dopaminergic,

and GABAergic systems

all are

indicted in the development of kindling.

Symptoms similar to those of TS have been described following such
events as prolonged neuroleptic therapy,
intoxication,
1983).
sy.

and encephalitis

lethargica

Except for the cases of EL,

and vocalizations

(EL)

(Caine

carbon monoxide
1985,

Devinsky

none of these cases went to necrop¬

On the basis of the neuroanatomical

motor tics

head trauma,

lesions

resembling TS,

on the anatomy of vocalization in animals,

in the EL patients with

and on the basis of studies
Devinsky speculated that the

midbrain tegmentum and the periaqueductal gray may be seats of aberra-

tion in TS.
among others.

These areas are occupied by many noradrenergic neurons,

SECTION 4
MOTIVATION

The reader may have perceived by now that
rate all thought on TS
ries.

it

is not possible to sepa¬

into neat phenomenologic and etiologic catego¬

Pure observation has contributed greatly to study of etiology,

beyond the truism that no specific etiology can be sought before an en¬
tity is described.

As

an example,

observation of the natural history of

TS suggested investigation into nervous system maturation.
studies

Genetic

are essentially inferential and based purely on observation.

The co-occurrence of ADD and OCD with TS and their resemblance to behav¬
ioral symptoms

in TS have prompted much speculation and investigation.

The observation that the available psychopharmacologic agents,
haloperidol and clonidine,
guing.

Tourette Syndrome will

etiology(ies)
vations

never fully relieve symptoms

is

found,

is

including

also intri¬

remain a "syndrome" until a specific

and one wonders whether phenomenological obser¬

can make contributions to the subgrouping of TS.

The dual problem of quantifying severity and waxing/waning and the
problem of tic stereotypy may be addressed further by more exact pheno¬
menological observation.

The intent of this

fine temporal analysis to these problems.

investigation is to apply

Quantification of stereotypy

in terms of tic duration and its variability should be possible from vi¬
deotape recordings.

Observation of the temporal patterns of tic occur¬

rence should help define the poorly illuminated phenomena of temporal
variation.

The effects of reading and observer presence will be tested.

'
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As with all phenomenological observations,
serve two general roles
tions serve as

these exercises

in etiologic investigation.

First,

landmarks to guide subsequent study,

just as

should

the observa¬
clues on

disease progression guide research on nervous system maturation.
ond,

Sec¬

the observations serve as tests to be applied to proposed etiologic

mechanisms.

Obviously,

greater the number of
explanation.

the mechanism must explain the phenomenon.

features known and explained,

The

the more sure the

If hints toward solving the rating scale problem can be

obtained from this study,

then another benefit will have been accrued.

The methods proposed derive from ethology.
original applications

and results

is

in order.

A short review of their

SECTION 5
ETHOLOGICAL EXPERIENCE

5.1

BEHAVIORAL DEDUCTION

Several

examples

from the ethological

ity of the behavioral approach.
ior,

literature

From quantification of observed behav¬

ethologists can construct apparent rules

trapolations,
by Machlis

however valid,

(1977)

illustrate the util¬

for behavior,

to neuronal mechanisms.

on pecking in chicks

and make ex¬

An investigation

is most closely related to the

approach of this study.

Machlis

employed the familiar method

(among ethologists)

vivor analysis to describe the intervals between pecks
colored hat pins.

In this method,

a function R(t)

proportion of intervals with length greater than t.
random events

(i.e.

Poisson processes,

with

at two different-

is defined as the
For

parameter X,

conform to the probability distribution function:
P.D.F.
(Cox and Lewis

1966).

R(t)

= X*exp ( - X-'X)

therefore takes on the value:
R (t) =

X* exp(-X*x)dx
i°°

= -exp(-X*x)|f
= 0

-

[-exp(-X*t)]

= exp(-X*t).

Plotted as a logarithm,

of log-sur¬

independent and
the intervals
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log R(t) = -X*t,
a straight

Machlis

line of slope

-X results.

found that his

archical Poisson processes
cesses determined:
2)

1)

log-survivor plots
(Model

interval

I).

could be fit to three heir-

He proposed that the three pro¬

length between pecks and within "bouts;"

intervals between "bouts" and within "superclusters;"

vals between "superclusters."
are terminated.
unique,

and 3)

inter¬

This model does not describe when bouts

Admitting that the triple Poisson solution might not be

Machlis pointed out that the parameters

consistent among different batches of chicks,
tion seemed intuitively reasonable.

for each process were

and that such an explana¬

Machlis noted further that the

in¬

tervals between pecks on one pin and then on the other belonged to the
first process

(the within-bout process).

He therefore reasoned that

during bouts the chicks were not attending to color.

(Parenthetically,

it may be added that concurrent Poisson processes

sum to another Poisson process.
ever,

Machlis'

heirarchical processes,

yield log-survivor plots which appear as

segments and

(n -

1)

distinct

processes he posits.

"break points",

jointed lines,

with n

where n = the number of

The slope of each segment approximates to a first

degree the parameter X

for one of the heirarchical processes.)

A "bout criterion interval"

(BCI)

is the minimum interval

cannot be accounted for by a within-bout process.
to separate bouts.

how¬

Every Poisson process

tervals of any length,

however,

is

length that

It therefore serves

capable of generating in¬

so there can be no real BCI

in Machlis'

■
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model.

Break-points can be used analogously,

but bouts

cannot be rigor¬

ously defined.

Before Machlis'

efforts,

the criterion interval

length for defining

bouts of a single behavior usually had been determined by "eye-balling"
charts of interval
frequency

(Slater

frequency for the point where intervals drop to a low
1974).

His curve-fitting represented the first objec¬

tive method of describing intervals.

The heirarchical
chlis '

data.

It

interpretation is not the only one possible for Ma¬

is also possible to posit that the chick switches se¬

quentially among three pecking states:
II).

In this model,

a bout

fast,

is defined as

which a given Poisson parameter applies.
occur between bouts
chicks are always
peck density.

the entire

model,

no pecks

II his

each of a different

the bout durations are left undescribed.

the concept of "behavior systems."

ethologists also have addressed

These consist of a common causal

factor and the set of behavioral elements
ysis of seven different behaviors

it determines.

(Heiligenberg 1973).

1-goldthioglucose-

Temporal

anal¬

in cichlid fish suggested that only

four processes were needed to describe the
in all seven behaviors

(Model

length of time for

while under Model

in one of three types of bouts,

Again,

and slowest

Under Machlis'

(or between clusters),

Using their observational methods,

obese

slow,

long-term time fluctuations
Behavioral analysis of

(GTG-)lesioned mice in comparison with normal

and starved mice found that not all of the behavioral sequelae observed
could be explained by changes

induced in the feeding system.

ident that the GTG lesions effected changes

It was ev¬

in more than, one behavioral
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system.
all

The loci of the neuroanatomic

function in the regulation of

lesions,

feeding

it was

(deRuiter

implied,

1969,

did not

Wiepkema

1968).

Such extrapolation to specific neural substrates
in any but the lowest animals.
is,

however,

solid.

In the simple gastropod Lymnaea stagnal-

correlation between behavior and specific ganglia seems

Head movement and radula scraping appear to be determined by the

cerebral and buccal ganglia,

respectively.

dination between these two movements
ing the two ganglia.
rectional

(Dawkins

is

Furthermore,

1974).

the close coor¬

reflected in a pathway connect¬

The activity in this pathway is
One anticipates that,

of human motor behavior will be as well

5.2

is not possible now

complex and bidi¬

some day,

the origins

illuminated.

NEURONAL OSCILLATORS

Neuronal oscillators are cells or networks of cells,

in the nervous

system, which are able to generate a rhythmic output without a rhythmic
input.

The cerebral

and buccal ganglia of Lymnaea are examples.

Many

interesting properties of neuronal oscillators have been discovered,
is

reviewed thoroughly by Pinsker

(1983).

Most

directed at mollusk and crustacean oscillators.
extremely superficial.

Yet,

it

as

investigation has been
The overview here

is

is not difficult to be seduced into con¬

jecture on what bearing some hypothetical oscillator may have on TS
ticking.

Each oscillator is characterized by a phase-response curve, which
governs how it reacts to perturbing electrical

input.

The repertoire of
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responses

is broad,

including changes

in output phase and frequency.

The complete suppression of output by specific perturbation also has
been seen,

in squid and cardiac paradigms.

In the cardiac model,

lar stimulation of specific frequency can result
otic," output

in non-periodic,

In the spiny lobster,
dopaminergic fibers
tivation of the SGG,
or L-DOPA bath

are known to modulate oscillator output,
the stomatogastric ganglion

from the commissural ganglia.
over the course of minutes,

(Anderson 1977).

(SGG)

is

as well.

innervated by

In vitro,

gradual ac¬

can be achieved by DA

5-HT and various molluscan hormones

also have been implicated in the control of neuronal oscillators
lower animals.

In vivo,

many oscillators do not

ly but require activation by "command neurons"

The

investigation of neuronal oscillators

extensive.

It

in

fire spontaneous¬

(Pinsker 1983) .

in mammals has been

less

is believed that they underlie such rhythmic behaviors

locomotion and respiration.

as

"Fictive" scratching in cats can be elicit¬

ed by tactile stimulation of the decerebrate animal,
be controlled by an oscillator system
respiration,

"cha¬

(Guevara 1981).

Chemical effectors

these

regu¬

(Deliagino

and is supposed to

1977).

In the case of

it has been pointed out that the wide variety of behaviors

involving breathing

(including talking,

extensive capacity for rapid shifts

singing,

ad eating)

point to an

in the operation of the oscillator

and for coordination with other activities on the somatic and neuronal
level.
lators

Finally,

nacent speculation has been made on the role of oscil¬

in the neuropsychiatric arena.

disorders

On the

larger time scale,

and bipolar affective disorder may benefit

sleep

from a better un-

-
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derstanding of these neuronal mechanisms.
tremors and gait
erties

(Pinsker

(normal and abnormal)

On the shorter time scale,

are noted to have rhythmic prop¬

1983).

Motor programs are hypothetical constructs comprised of a sequence of
instructions to execute a motor task.
produce outputs that
of motor programs.

Molluscan neuronal oscillators

are the most concrete and best understood examples
The term "sensorimotor program" has been used to al¬

low for possible program alteration by sensory feedback during program
execution.

In humans,

resetting of tremor phase and frequency has been

accomplished by biofeedback

(Pinsker

1983).

In sum,

the properties of

neuronal oscillators may be sufficiently malleable and regulable to ap¬
ply to a broad range of behaviors,

including ticking.

PART II
EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL

SECTION 6
PATIENTS,

6.1

MATERIALS,

AND METHODS

PATIENTS

Seventeen TS patients were studied from videotapes.

Subjects were

among those seen at the Yale Child Study Center TS Clinic.
(with CMT)

All but one

satisfied DSM-III criteria for Tourette’s Disorder.

Selec¬

tion for videotaping was by the subjective impression of high tic fre¬
quency based on previous knowledge.

Patients ranged in age from five to

forty-eight years, with a range of one to
of TS.
varied.

Medication status

forty-five years

since onset

and presence of other psychiatric diagnoses

Patient characteristics are summarized in Table 2

tients were taped on two clinic visits

each.

.

Three pa¬

-
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l

.

.“"""

l

TABLE 2>
Subj ect s

Age at
Patient
;Tape #) Sex* Age** Onset

Treat.

Fam
Hist

EEG

ct

:School

Other
Dx

A

M

8.9

3

--

Yes

N1

N1

--

ADDH

B***

M

5.7

(CMT)

--

Yes

--

--

--

ADDH
OppDis

C

M

10.1

7 .10

--

Agen
Post
Corp

--

--

D

M

14.10

E

M

F

(Cion)
No
(Halo)-'"

8

Cion

Yes

--

--

--

--

47.8

6-7

Cion

Yes

--

--

--

--

M

11.4

7

Cion
Halo

No

--

--

SpCl

--

G

M

8.9

5-6

C Ion
(Halo)

Yes

--

--

--

ADDH

H

M

10.1

6-7

--

No

--

--

--

--

I

F

12.1

4-5

(halo)

No

N1

--

J

M

9.5

8

--

Yes

--

--

--

--

K

M

?

6.5

--

No

--

--

SpCl

ADDH
SDAD

L

M

33.8

2

N1

N1

--

--

M

F

8.3

3

Cion

Yes

--

--

--

--

N( 1)

M

13.0

8.6

--

No

N1

--

SpCl

--

3

--

No

Abnl

N1

SpCl

ConDis
AtpSDD

(2)

--

13.2

(2)
P(l)

(Many phen) Yes
Pimo

1 gr
below

M

13.3

13.5

Pimo
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X C1)

Fam

Age at

Patient
(Tape #)

Onset

Sex- Age'
M

33.1

Treat.

Hist

Cion

6

Other
EEG

CT

School

Dx
TD

Yes

Halo

OCD
GenAnx
Dysthm

(2)
Y

Halo

33.6
M

48.3

Yes

3

-'•'Abbreviations used:
FamHist - Family History;
Dx - Diagnoses;
Cion - Clonidine;
Halo - Haloperidol;
Pimo - Pimozide;
N1 Normal;

Abnl

- Abnormal;

OppDis

- Oppositional Disorder;

SDAD - Specific Developmental Arithmetic Disability;
AgenPostCorp - Agenesis of the Posterior Corpus Callosum;
SpCl - Special Classes;
Phen - Phenothiazines;
ConDis Conduct Disorder, undersocialized, nonaggressive;
AtpSDD

-

Atypical Specific Developmental Disorder;
GenAnx - Generalized
Anxiety Disorder;
Dysthm - Dysthymic Disorder; M - Male;
F Female;

Treat.

-

(previous)

treatment.

**Ages given as yy.mm.
'""'"'Patient B was diagnosed to have CMT, not TS.
(
) indicates medications used in the past but not at the
time of taping.

6.2

VIDEOTAPING

Simultaneous video- and audio-taping were performed according to the
protocol of Tanner et al.
and AG-2400 recorder.
shoes and socks.
camera

(82),

with a Panasonic WV-3240 color camera

Subjects were usually requested to remove their

They were seated directly in front of the recording

(behind one-way mirrored glass),

down on the thighs.

If too short,

box on which to place their feet.
with the subjects seated.
head and neck.

feet

flat on floor,

some subjects were provided a dark
The camera was

at about chin level

Near focus recording conditions

In far focus,

hands palm

recorded the

the entire body was within the screen.

Taping was performed under the following conditions:
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Recording condition

Focus

With clinician observer in room,

Activity

in any order

1
2

.
.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

near.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

far

.

.

.

.quiet

3
4

.
.

.
.

.

near.

.

.

reading

.

far

.

.

.

reading

.

.quiet

.

.quiet

Subject alone in room,

.quiet

in any order

5

.

.

6

.

.

.

far

.

.

.

near.

.

All other conditions
7

.

.

8

.

.

Subjects were recorded for at
6.

. any
. any

least one minute in each of conditions

Recording was sometimes continued during focus transitions,

conversation,

and with more than one observer in the room.

rise to recording conditions
all conditions.

7

and 8.

One minute segments

analysis unless otherwise indicated.
only a near focus,

1

-

during

These gave

Not all patients were taped under
for each condition were used for
One patient

conversational condition,

(X)

was taped under

for a five minute period.

The video/audiotapes were reviewed on a Panasonic AG-6300 machine ca¬
pable of variable speed frame-by-frame video playback

(up to about

1/5

normal), with full stop-action ability.

Images were viewed on a black-

and-white television with 512 horizontal

lines per screen

lines per frame).

(i.e.

512

Slow-motion playback with audio was possible at

speeds continuously variable down to about
were reviewed at normal speed until
ject's tic repertoire was made.

full

1/5 normal.

Protocol tapes

familiarization with the sub¬

The tape reviewer

(author) was a

fourth-year medical student previously unfamiliar with TS except
serving several patients and videotapes at the Yale clinic.

for ob¬
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6.3

VIDEOTAPE ANALYSIS

For all motor tics,

the time of occurrence was determined by stop-ac¬

tion and frame-by-frame search for the start of a tic.

The time was

then noted from the minute:second counter of the video machine and a
manual count of the frame number within the second was made.
ber was not counted for patient C.

The start of the tic was

Frame num¬
assumed to

be the first movement which could not be accounted for by the repertoire
of normal movements.
mated to the nearest

For phonic tics,

the time of occurrence was esti¬

fifth frame by observing the minute:second counter

during playback at minimum audio speed.

The duration of motor tics was determined by manual count of the
frames
was

spanned by the tic,

during frame-by-frame playback.

identified by the subjective perception of maximal muscular contrac¬

tion.

The end of a tic was

ject's

return to a resting position

diately preceding the tic).
units,

identified by the perception of the sub¬
(not necessarily the position imme¬

In this paper,

with the value of 1/30 second.

termined by quick,
and

A tic "peak"

BCl's

durations are given as

and "break-points" were de¬

impressionistic surveys of interval

log-survivor plots,

respectively.

while blind to patient name,

tic,

frame

frequency charts

These determinations were made

and other parameters.
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6.4

DATA ANALYSIS

All statistical procedures were carried out
System

(SAS Institute Inc.,

1983).

Reliability was assessed by ANOVA as

an intraclass correlation coefficient,
(The SAS program written for this

in Statistical Analysis

as described by Winer

analysis

(1971).

is provided in Appendix B.)

Durations are given as mean + standard deviation.

These values were

compared by t-tests.

In testing against null Poisson hypotheses,

the parameter X was es¬

timated from the observed data:
X = N/T,
where N = total number of tics
For

frequency distribution analysis,

into one-second blocks,
ed.

counted,

Then,

and T = total observation time.

the observation time was divided

and the number of tics

the number of blocks with n tics

pared with the expected frequencies

in each block was count¬

in it were counted and com¬

for the block in a Poisson process.

The expected values were calculated by the recursion formula:
f(n)
where f(n)

= f(n-l)*X/n

for n = 1,

2,

3,...

with f(0) = exp(-X),

= expected frequency of a block of time with n tics

in it.

The coefficients of dispersion
CD = s~2/X,
where s~2 = variance of the frequencies,

were also evaluated.

Observed

and expected values were compared by likelihood ratio tests corrected
for continuity.
formed in SAS

(Sokal and Rohlff

(Appendix C).

1981.)

All calculations were per¬
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Intervals were also calculated and fitted to expected curves
(Appendix D).

For these Kolmogorov-Smirnov one-way tests,

curve was evaluated as
derived above.

1

- R(t), where R(t)

A table of critical values

eter is unknown was

(For patient C,

found in Lilliefors

is

the expected

the survivorship function

for D when the

fitting param¬

(1967).

only the minute:second readings were recorded for the

start point of tics.
analysis of his data.

Two estimation schemes were employed for interval
In the first,

if two tics had the same min¬

ute: second reading the interval between them was
ranging from 0.00 to 0.99 seconds.
readings

in SAS

Generally,

assigned to the group

if the minute:second

for two sequential tics differed by n seconds,

the

interval be¬

tween them was assigned to the group ranging from n.00 to n.99 seconds.
In the second scheme an adjustment was made if the tic at the start of
the interval was
reading.

Thus,

itself preceded by a tic with the same minute:second
if two tics started at minute:second = x and a third

started at minute:second = x + n,

then the interval between the second

and third was placed in the group ranging from m.00 to m.99
where m = n 0.00 to 0.99.

1.

Of course,

if n = 0,

the interval was grouped into

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was

for this patient.)

seconds,

applied to grouped data

PART III
EXPERIMENTAL FINDINGS

SECTION 7
VIDEOTAPE GESTALT

The whole human sensory apparatus seems to be a superbly sensitive
assay for tics,

but

it

is

ward progression of time.

constrained by the steady and immutable for¬
By contrast,

videotape observation allows the

repetitive review of any observable event(s),
by the use of slow motion replay.

Video also affords precisely the same

perspective to multiple observers.
important,

and can make time plastic

The

limits on videotape assay are

however.

Time resolution can be determined from the characteristics of the vi¬
deotape process.

The full video "frame" consists of 512

divided into two "fields" of 256
on the screen.
second.

Thus,

In taping,

lines each,

and is

interdigitated in time and

the fields are alternately renewed every 1/60

an individual

field is renewed only every 1/30 second.

Normal playback displays both fields.
ly displays only one of the fields
of

lines,

"Frame-by-frame" playback actual¬

and therefore has a time resolution

1/30 second.

It does seem doubtful that any tics are

less than 1/30 second long

and therefore would be entirely missing from videotape.

However,

limitation causes a stroboscopic quality in videotape playback,
ing tic sensitivity.
image,

this

decreas¬

While the human eye and mind provide a very smooth

slow-motion videotape

is

irreparably jerky.

Tics which provide
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little spatial displacement were imperceptible
ous,

in the jerky,

discontinu¬

frame-by-frame viewing.

Spatial resolution can be quantified easily for this study.
focus,

the subject's

face usually filled about half the screen,

the whole screen covered almost two vertical
this yields a vertical resolution of about
"frame-by-frame" play

1/10

usually covered on the order of 80
(frame)

and

feet.

1/20

inch.

1/3 inch

(field).

inch.

In far

inches,

that spatially-subtle tics

(Tic counts

lines/frame,

line fields)

the video screen

giving resolutions of

in near vs.

It should be clear

especially in far focus

far

may by ex¬

and in slow-mo¬

focus are compared below.

No compar¬

ison to tic counts by the unaided human eye is offered.)

TABLE 3
Hard to Perceive Tics

Tic

Number of Video Lines Traversed
Near Focus
Frame
F ield

Brow Raise
Jaw Snap
Shoulder Twitch

1/6

Table 3 compares these values with

(such as brow and oral twitches)

tremely difficult to appreciate,

so that

In slow-motion

focus,

the magnitude of excursion in some difficult tics.

tion.

At 512

(which only displays one of the 256

resolution is therefore about

inch

On near

10
7

5
3

20

10

Far Focus
Frame
Field
3

1-2

2
6

3

1
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Spatial resolution and the stroboscope effect generally were proble¬
matic for the same group of tics.
displacement
pursing),

included abdominal tensing,

small nods of the head,

head movement,
counts

These quick tics of small maximal

and those tics

some oral grimaces

(such as

lip

neck muscle contraction not producing

listed in Table 3

from regular speed playback vs.

.

No comparisons of tic

slow-motion were made.

These same factors often made it difficult to ascertain the start
point of a tic.
the task,

When closer scrutiny and multiple viewings still

failed

estimations were made by monitoring the minute:second counter

at the slowest speed where the tic was still perceptible.
ration determination required slow frame-by-frame playback,

Since tic du¬
some dura¬

tions could not be determined at all.

Also noted were tic-like movements without prompt return to a resting
position.

On slow-motion,

lated tics.

these movements seemed similar to their re¬

It was believed that these were deliberate "holding" maneu¬

vers representing camouflage attempts.
these tics,

Peak durations were assayed for

but total durations were not.

Most of the tics observed were discrete events with single peaks of
muscle contraction.
two or more peaks
peaks

In other cases,

following quickly after each other.

involved the same muscle(s),

different

normal speed tape viewing showed
If two sequential

then two tics were defined.

(groups of) muscles were involved,

When two

the time-stretching ability

of slow-motion permitted assessment not possible at regular speed.
tics were defined only if the subject assumed a position of rest,
ever brief,

between peaks.

Two
how¬

Such rest positions could not be perceived
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always

at regular speed.

There were also instances

in which two similar

peaks were appreciated in slow-motion when only one was apparent other¬
wise.

Durations

for the unseparated sequential movements were measured

to the first muscular peak and to that muscle's

relaxation.

SECTION 8
MACROSCOPIC ANALYSIS

After exclusion of technically unacceptable segments,
videotape were reviewed.
recording condition,

A summary of tape segments

is provided in Table 4

.

At

8858 seconds of

and tic counts,

by

least sixty subjec¬

tively different tics were noted in the collection of twenty videotapes.
Those of the face were by far the most

frequent.

tor tics and simple phonic tics were noted,
patient.

Simple and complex mo¬

including copropraxia in one

No word or sentence tics were found.

Complex tics

in the

of interference with normal speech was noted in a few subjects,
not seem readily quantifiable.

Foot-tapping and other

movements were also seen in many patients.
videotape segments
foot.

included the feet,

However,

but did

foot and toe

not all

far focus

and not all patients were bare¬

The foot tics seen also tended to be slow,

ballistic in character.

form

continuous,

and non-

It was not apparent whether they represented

complex tics or normal movements
how they should be quantified.

(or compulsive movements?)
For these reasons,

foot,

and if tics,

toe,

and speech

modulation tics were excluded from analysis.

Patient Y exhibited a twitch of the face immediately below the
eye.

In near focus,

normal blink.
in far

focus,

sidered tics

left

this twitch seemed to accompany every otherwise

However,

the twitch was not appreciable in slow-motion or

though the blink itself was.
for purposes of analysis.

All these blinks were con¬
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TABLE 4
Summary of Tic Counts and Observat ion Time

Patient

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
PI
P2
N1
N2
XI
X2
Y

Recording Condition*
4
5
3

1

2

2
53
10
10
34
30
2
15
13
43
2
20
27
0
7
6

2
56
8
27
36
2
7
12
22
4
13
7
12
2
2

3
0
9
3
13
1
12
1
1
12
16

16

19

0

3
9
4
0

0
5

6

7

8

23
8
52
5

17
0
47
7

45

75

106

237

18
28
0
13
19
11
10
18
7
4
11
20

23
156
12
7
6
7
23
21
19
9

25
5

111

0
11
6
36
13

3
2
6
2
12

16

22

34
34
59
53
51

263

235

478

3

.
0
0
5
0
3
0
2
3
3

.

—
Sums by recording condition:
76
230
231

24

448

Total observation times by recording condition (seconds):
935
960
712
896
1861
1020
1005

1469

Average tic rates (ti cs/minute):
17.1
14.8
4.8
2.0

18.3

*

15.7

15.7

15.4

indicates missing data.

Mean tic rates while reading (recording conditions 3 and 4) were sig¬
nificantly lower than for all other recording conditions.

One patient

54
(N),

however,

showed clear

for which he was
served.

taped.

increases while reading on both clinic visits

No other recording condition effects were ob¬

Though the mean tic rate

for far focus conditions usually was

lower than for the comparable near focus condition,

these differences

were statistically significant only for recording conditions
(paired t-test).
with this

(The tic counts

finding,

stantially.
all data,

Also,

7

and 8,

the recording times

could differ sub¬
include

while the statistical test excluded unpaired observations.)

not necessarily both,

from this

In either condition and

subjects could have been silent,

alone or with an observer.

clusions

for each patient.

the overall rates at the bottom of the table

These two conditions are not defined rigidly.

ing,

and 8

in Table 4 may not seem consistent

because it does not show tic rates

For recording conditions

7

finding.

in tic rates

reading conditions.

The chronologic order in which comparable

either,

(Table 5

or talk¬

It would be difficult to draw any con¬

near and far focus segments were obtained did not
differences

reading,

.)

result

in significant

but approached significance under the

-

TABLE 5
Effects of Recording Condition and Order on Tic Rates

Recording
Conditions
n

Compared
Near vs.

Standard
Deviation

2

Far

1 - 6
1 vs . 2
3 vs . 4
5 vs . 6
7 vs .

Mean
Difference

8

Quiet vs.
1,2 vs.
5,6 vs.

6

15.77

27.57

16
12

2.65
1.63

8.82
3.53

15
8

00.21
11.80

9.38
13.97

N.S.
<0.05

N.S.
N.S.
N.S.

Reading
3,4
3,4

Observer vs. Alone
1,2 vs. 5,6

16

21.50

29.67

< 0.05

15

21.34

22.70

< 0.01

16

1.52

19 . 13

N.S.

22.06

N.S.

24.79
19.65

<0.05
N.S.

All Other
7,8 vs.
7,8 vs.

1,2
3,4

11
10

2.85
20.28

7,8 vs.

5,6

11

0.69

11
16
12

4.05
0.98
1.96

11.84

N.S.

9.09
3.34

N.S.
N.S.

15

0.84

13.68

First vs.
1-6
1,2 vs.
3,4 vs.

Second
2,1
4,3

(= 0.07)
5,6 or 6,5

N.S.

SECTION 9
MICROSCOPIC ANALYSIS

9.1

TIC DURATIONS

Test-retest reliability for determining tic durations was assessed
for two tapes,

F and PI.

tion coefficients
durations,

As

shown in Table 6,

for all tics

in near focus

clear differences

raises had much better reliability,
There was

for this tic:

correla¬

are about r = 0.85

and slightly better for total durations.

tics were addressed,

size.

the intraclass

for peak

When individual

in reliability were seen.

Brow

but also had a much smaller sample

relatively little uncertainty in the time boundaries

the brows

always began at rest,

rose at a rapid rate,

and

immediately resolved into a forceful blink with downward contraction of
the brows.

Thus,

eyeblinks sometimes began at a well-defined point,

defining when the eyes had fully relaxed was more problematic.
twists often began and ended
Though not tested here,
ing)

but

Neck

in apparently voluntary head movement.

oral tics

in recording conditions

3 and 4

(read¬

most clearly exemplified this problem.

Durations also were determined in far focus
grimace and a neck twist.
focus determinations
the facial grimace).

for two tics,

Reliability was comparable to that

a facial
for near

(and much better in the case of total duration for
However,

near and far focus determinations of du¬

ration yielded significantly different values.

Near focus durations

57
were consistently longer than far focus durations

(Table 6).

It was be¬

lieved that near focus measurement afforded more precise estimations of
tic duration.
far

Near focus determination also was technically easier than

focus determination.

Therefore,

for all other subjects,

tic dura¬

tions were determined in near focus segments only.

Because of the factors discussed previously,
ured for all tics.

In a total of

14 subjects,

tions and occurred 5 or more times
listed with their durations
right arm at the head,
It had the

duration could not be meas¬
35 tics had assayable dura¬

in the near focus segments.

in Table 7

.

Tic #35,

a swatting motion of the

probably would be called complex by all observers.

longest peak duration and the second longest total duration.

Eye stare #6,

and other

long tics

such as

cheek puff #9,

and face grimace #27 also may have been "complex."
on the other hand,

seemed to fit the definitions

to be a large range of durations
[Tics #10,

These are

11,

19,

lip tics,

Lengthy neck twist #31,

for simple.

There seemed

for both "simple" and "complex" tics.

and 20 belonged to patient X.

represent tardive dyskinesia

various

(TD)

movements

These movements might

rather than tics.)

The effects of recording condition on tic duration were tested.

T-tests

were used with the following comparison schemes:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

1,3
1

vs.
vs .

5

Observer vs.

Alone,

5

Observer vs.

Alone,

1,5
1

vs.
vs .

3
3

Quiet vs.
Quiet vs.

Reading,
Reading,

quiet or reading
quiet
observer or alone
observer

Comparisons were excluded for n. < 2 in either comparison group.
frequent effects were

found for comparisons

the paucity of tics while reading

(a)

and

(b).

(recording condition 3),

The most

As a result of
these two com-
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TABLE 6
Reliability of Duration Determinations

Peak Duration
Tic

nr

Total Duration
nr

Patient F
All
Near Focus
All
Blink

77

0.830

66

0.947

50

0.848
0.712

43
29
--

0.964

30
4

14

0.844

0.789
--

Neck Twist
Far Focus

16

0.921
0.676

Neck Twist

27

0.711

26

0.772

23

0.869

24

0.895

16

0.871

17

0.889

11

0.519

11

0.632

7

0.487

7

0.920

Brow Raise

Patient P
All
Near Focus
All
Face Grimace
Far Focus
Face Grimace

T-tests

for Near vs.

Far Focus Durations

Recording
Condition

n

Peak
Duration

Total
Duration

n

(frames)

(frames)
Patient F,

Neck Twist
1
2

(near)
(far)

9
13

9.83 + 1.95
8.54 + 1.86

9
12

23.39 + 4.72

11
9

21.05 + 3.77

p = 0.13
Patient P,

19.83 + 2.60
p < 0.05

Face Grimace
All Near
All Far

11
9

10.68 + 2.87
7.33 + 1.27

17.00 + 4.94

p < 0.01

parisons often treated the exact same data.

p = 0.05

In one case,

(a) was signifi-

TABLE 7
Durations of Frequent

Tic:

Pat ient

n

(n > 4) Tics

Peak Durat ion

n

Total Duration

(frames)
1.

Brow Raise

2.
Eye Blink

3.
4.
5.
6.
7 .
8.

Stare

9 .

Cheek Puff

10.

J

5
6

4.,70 + 1. 89
3.,67 + 0. 82

E
F

29
34

J

5

K

9
5

3.,00 + 0. 66
5., 78 + 1. 39
5 .,20 + 0. 45
5.,89 + 2. 26
4..60 + 1. 67

5

5,,80 +

F

(frames)
(
(

1

7.00

)

1

20.00

)

29
34

11.12 + 1.88

5
9

11.80 + 1.64
14.00 + 7.21

( 4
5

11.00 + 2.45

1. 48

7

7 ,,71 + 4. 23

6

XI

33

10.06 + 1.76

25
13

4..42 + 1. 06
10,.80 + 4. 72
8,,46 + 2. 30
7..43 + 2. 07
10,.38 + 3. 07
7 ,. 78 + 1. 64

34

X2

25
13

24.92 +

7

18.39 + 4.86
19.43 + 6.48

8
8

38.63 + 26.21
19.50 +6.12

4,.43 + 1. 27
7 .38 + 3. 25
7,.40 + 3. 78
3 .71 + 1. 54

7
8

14.71 + 5.31

PI
N2
G

)

16.60 + 5.55
24.67 + 18.99

Lip Inversion
Lower Lip

11.
12.
13.
14.

Both Lips

15 .

Pursing

16.
17 .

Thrust

N1
N2

7
8

M
N1

9

I

19.
20.

and Tongue

N1
N2
XI

21.

Smack

X2
K

18.

22.

Mouth Grimace

23.
24.
25 .

Contortion-1
Contortion-2

26.

Jaw Drop

27 .

Face Grimace-1

28.

Grimace-2

7
8
5
14
11
( 4
5

N1
N2
J
K
M
G
PI

7
8
(

2
9

5
7

10.71 + 2.43
16.00 + 5.83

5

29.00 + 29.85

5 .40 + 0. 89
5 .57 + 2. 88
4 . 13 + 0. 83
11 .00 + 7 . 07)
6 . 11 + 4. 08

( 4
7

8
20

9 . 13 + 3. 14
9 . 18 + 2. 82

8
11
8

65.91 + 28.49
14.38 + 7.31

6

27.67 + 7.29

20

19.23 + 4.69

6
8

12.17 + 2.48

45

20.03 + 3.85

43
48

5.12 + 1.84
5.46 + 1.89
10.00 + 2.33

6
10

31.
32.

Twist

K
F

Shake

C

47
21

C

29

5 . 17
1., 17
5 .20 + 1.. 75
8 .65 + 1.,93
3 .29 + 0,.85
3 .34 + 0.,81

8

4 .25 + 0,.71

8

14

20 .21 + 9 . 19

15

34.

Shoulder Shrug

N2

35.

Arm Swipe

L

(

)

indicates n < 5.

17.75 + 6.19
15.57 + 6.45
16.00 + 12.47

J

(with brow)

15.50 + 4.84
15.80 + 6.76

5

Neck Nod

33.

15.10

5 .55 + 2 . 16
10 .50 + 9. 04)

29.
30.

*

8.10 + 1.05

13.00 + 4.17

38.33 + 13.10

)
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cant but

(b)

and

all effects noted were in the same direction.

(b),

could not be compared due to

lack of data.

For schemes

(a)

The data suggest

that tic duration is modulated upward by the presence of an observer during
taping sessions.

The single tic showing a reading effect,

observer effects.

A summary of the results

tics showing effects are

listed in Table 9

#32,

also showed

is provided in Table 8

.

The

.

TABLE 8
Effect of Recording Condition on Tic Duration

Number of
Number of
Comparisons

Scheme

Tics

Significant
Findings

Showing
Effects

(a)
(b)

30

3

18,30,32

27

18,30,32

(c)
(d)

7
7

3
0

(e)

8

A ninth recording condition,

__

32

1
4

3,4,31

talking, was defined for two tapes with

long segments of conversation between patient and observer.

This allowed

further comparisons.
(e)
Here,

1

vs.

9

Quiet vs.

Talking,

observer

talking decreased tic duration in 4 of 8 comparisons.

were uniformly shorter in conversation than when quiet.
found in the other 4 comparisons

(Table 8,

Table 9).

Tic durations

No effects were

-
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TABLE 9
Tic Durations by Recording Condition

Tic

Recording
Condition

Total

Peak
n

n

Duration

Duration
(sec/30)

(sec/30)
Scheme

(a)
11
9

30

1,3
5

8

5 .. 75 + 1 .39
3..00 + 1 .41
P < 0,.05

7
(1

32

1,3
5

13

3 ..38 + 0 .87

20

8

3 ,. 13 + 0 .83

23

2

21.,50 + 4 .39
16.,44 + 3 .53
P < 0.,05
00

10.. 18 + 3 .36
7 ..94 + 1 .31
P := 0..06

5

\Q

11
9

1,3

18

13.
+ 3 .67
7 ..00
)
(N. S.)
5 ,. 75 + 2 .05
4..57 + 1 .47
P < 0,.05

N. S.
Scheme

(b)

18

30

1
5

[Same data as

1

[Same data as for Scheme
p < 0.05

5
32

Scheme

3

4

31

(a)]
p < 0.05
(a)]
(N.S.)

1
5

11

3.45 + 0.93

15

6.33 + 1.99

8

3.38 + 0.87
N.S.

23

4.57 + 1.47
p < 0.01

1
3

11
2

3.45 + 0.93
3.00 + 0.00
N.S.

15
5

6.33 + 1.99
4.00 + 1.00
p < 0.05

1
9

22

(d)

32

Scheme

for Scheme

p = 0.06

(e)
7

1

21

9

4

1
9

3.57 + 0.53
2.81 + 0.59
p < 0.01

7

9.14 + 0.90

22

7.77 + 0.87
p < 0.01

6.19 + 1.18
4.50 + 1.00
p < 0.05

21
4

11.33 + 1.65
11.25 + 1.26
N.S.

22

9.07 + 1.97

21

16

8.13 + 1.63
N.S.

16

21.36 + 3.98
18.06 + 3.05
p < 0.01
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Tics
tions

in the same anatomic region did not necessarily have similar dura¬

across patients.

Comparing tics

from Table 7,

the peak and total du¬

rations were significantly shorter than for all but one other eye blinks.
In comparison to blink #4,
longer durations
hand,

Neck twists #31

finding held even when considering only the
from recording condition

and neck nods #29

(rapid shaking)

1.

On the other

and #30 were of similar

and #32

(a ballistic swing to one

differed in clinical appeareance and in duration.

#12 and 13 vs.
#15

for blink #3,

brow raises #1 and #2,

length.
side)

this

Lip inversion tics

#14 differed in total but not peak durations.

and 16 differed in peak but not total durations.

Lower

Lip pursing
lip inversion

#10 and 11 each differed in duration from the combined upper/lower

lip in¬

version #12

for #12

and #15

(Table

10).

Similar durations and similar appearances

in N1 suggest that they may even be the same tic.

For a single patient,
to another.

tic durations often changed from one clinic visit

A total of 9 tics were compared,

2 taping sessions each.

encompassing 3 patients over

These included two tics of patient X.

these changed in either peak or total durations or both

(Table

Four of
11).

face grimace for patient P occurred in far focus only for tape 19.
tape PI,

this

tic is

tic #18

from Table 7

.

recording conditions 5 and 6 than otherwise
compared only for recording condition 6,
found.

The
For

Its duration was shorter in
(Table 8).

When 18

and 19 were

no significant difference was
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TABLE

10

Durations of Anatomically-Related Tics

Tic
Description
Eye Blink

Brow Raise

Tic
Numbers

Peak Duration
T-statistic
p

3* vs .

4

-7.07**

< 0.01

-2.69

< 0.05

3 vs .
3 vs .

-7.18
-6.25**

< 0.01
< 0.01

-3.88**

N.S.

-6.70
-4.39**
-2.34**

< 0.01
< 0.05

3 vs .

5
6
7

1 vs .

2

1.22

N.S.

30

-0.04

N.S.

32+33

-9.88

< 0.01

Neck Nod

29 vs .

Neck Twist/
Neck Shake

31 vs .

Lip Inversion

12 vs .
13 vs .

14
14

-1.11
-1.81

10 vs .

12

11 vs.
12 vs .
15 vs .

Lip Pursing

Total Duration
T-statistic
p

--0.43

-N.S.

-18.07**

< 0.01

N.S.

-2.81**

< 0.05

-2.29
-6.03**

< 0.05

-6.09**

N.S.
< 0.01

12
15

2.05**

<0.05

0.62

N.S.

1.98**
0.17

16

4.34

< 0.01

1.22

*Calculations for tic #3 were performed with durations
recording condition 1 only.
**T-tests

N.S.

< 0.01
= 0.06
N.S.
N.S.

from

conducted under the hypothesis of unequal variances.
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TABLE
Tic Durations

11

from Two Clinic Visits

Tape
Number

T ic

Total
Duration

Peak

(Patient)

n

Duration
(sec/30)

n

(sec/30)

Lip and Tongue XI
X2

14

3.71 + 1.54

7

10.71 + 2.43

11

5.55 + 2.16
p < 0.05

5

16.00 + 5.83
p = 0.05

Lip Inversion

33

XI
X2

25

4.42 + 1.06
10.80 + 4.72

34

10.06 + 1.76

25

24.92 + 15.10
p < 0.01

p < 0.01
Eye Stare

N3
N4

2
5

12.50 + 3.54
5.80 + 1.48

2
5

29.50 + 4.95
16.60 + 5.55
p < 0.05

9
4

17.00 + 4.94
13.00 + 1.15

p < 0.05
Face: Grimace*

PI

9
4

P2

7.33 + 1.27
9.25 + 0.96

p < 0.05

N.S.

*Far

9.2

focus durations only

(see text).

PATTERN OF OCCURRENCE

The times of occurrence for all tics
are

illustrated as timelines

tern of occurrence was
od.

in recording conditions

for each patient in Appendix E.

1-9,

this method re¬

In 2 of the 3 cases,

the coefficient

jected the fit

in only 3 patients.

of dispersion,

CD, was greater than 1,

1981.)

The pat¬

analyzed first by a frequency distribution meth¬

Employing data from all recording conditions

In the third,

1-6

patient Y,

CD = 0.749.

suggesting clumping of events.
(Table

12

.)

(Sokal and Rohlff
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TABLE

12

Tic Frequency Distributions

in Three Patients

Tics Per
One-Second
Patient

X

Block

A

0.214

0

Observed

Expected

Frequency

Frequency

625
87

602
129

34

15
427

2

458
224
127

99

29

26

0

313

327

1

120

99

2

93
15

1

99*
C

0.674

0
1

Y

0.285

Likelihood
Ratio

CD

P

34.325

<

0.01

1.35

26.300

<

0.01

1.08

24.982

<

0.01

0.75

288
97

*"99" denotes values grouped together

in order to ensure expected

frequencies > 5.

Interval analysis
tions

1-9.

The

also was applied to the data from recording condi¬

log-survivor curves

provided in Appendix F.
to the curves
fit was

for the inter-event

intervals are

When the cumulative interval curves were

expected for a

fitted

single Poisson process of parameter X,

rejected for all but one case

(X2)

(data not shown).

Thus

the

in¬

terval analysis was more discriminating than the method of

frequency

distributions,

For patient

C,

and was

employed for all

further analyses.

similar results were obtained for both estimation schemes.

shown derives

from the adjusted scheme.

The data

--
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As significantly fewer tics were counted in recording conditions 3
and 4,

it was reasoned that a different process might control ticking

during reading.

Interval analysis therefore was repeated using the data

from the well-defined recording conditions 1, 2, 5, and 6 only.
now was accepted in the cases of two more patients

(D and E).

The fit
In 16 of

18 cases, however, the fit still was rejected (Table 13).

TABLE 13
Interval Analysis for Recording Conditions 1, 2, 5,

Patient

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N1
N2
PI
P2
Y

n

X

Value of t
at D-max
(sec)

36
9
204
19
16
98
104
13
38
46
79
35
67
25
25
57
22
69

0.333
0.050
0.867
0.122
0.184
0.425
0.454
0.067
0.175
0.208
0.346
0.163
0.305
0. 117
0.156
0.250
0.104
0.304

1.40
9.00
0.00*
4.50
4.50
0.77
0.63 (1.73)**
3.67
2.03
3.23
1.97
3.10
2.20
1.47
1.17
1.63
3.67
1.07 (4.77)**

P

< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
N.S.
N.S.
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
<0.05
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01

'“Intervals resolved to nearest second only.
**First value represents a deficit.
Second value represents an excess.
(See text.)
L

and 6
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Deviation from the expected cumulative curve can occur as either an
excess or a deficit of intervals,

or as a combination of these.

cases of rejection of the null Poisson hypothesis
maximum deviations
excesses of short
more

(except G and Y),

(identical to those causing rejection),
intervals.

likely to occur

in bursts,

represented

with short

intervals between tics.

These second deviations were excesses,
The

cording conditions
creases the n's

peaking at t =

1.73 seconds

2,

5,

6,

for analysis.

and 8 was comparable to that

for G

(Appendix G).

then was applied to individual tics.

1,

level.

log-survivor curves as a whole appeared com¬

plicated for this group of data

Interval analysis

For

but each showed an¬

other deviation sufficient to cause rejection at the p < 0.01

for Y.

the

Such a finding suggests that the tics are

both G and Y the maximum deviation was a deficit,

and at t = 4.77

In all

and 7

and 8 also,

were included,

[The overall rate of tics
for

1,2 and 5,6

(Table 5,

rate tests were performed for individual tics.]

Data from re¬
to in¬

in conditions

above),

7

though no

Twenty-seven tics or

anatomically-related groups of tics with 10 or more quantifiable inter¬
vals were studied.

In 23 of the 27

(22 of 25 with patient X excluded),

the null hypothesis of a single Poisson process was

rejected.

of short

.)

intervals was seen in 24 of 27.

(X2 and Y)

the deficit of short

(Table

14

An excess

In the other 2

intervals also was seen in the analyses

discussed above.

Table

14 shows different overall rates of occurrence

patient's various tics.

The table also provides values

length at the maximum value of D,

(X)

for a single

for interval

the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic.

If

TABLE
Interval Analysis

(Tic)
Patient
A

14

for Individual Tics

Value: Of t

or
n*

X

for D-max

Mouth

37

Neck

52
18

0. 055
0. 075

6. 900
2. 033

< 0.01
< 0.01

21

0. 031
0. 032

13. 600
13. 833

< 0.01
< 0.01

Tic Locale

(Sigh)
(Sniff)

P

E

(Blink)

33

0. 177

3. 933

N.S.

F

(Blink)

1. 667
7 . 167

< 0.01
< 0.01

1. 900
5 . 500
3. 967

< 0.01
N.S.
< 0.01

3. 033

< 0.01

141

0. 303

Neck

51

0. 118

Eyes

11
45

0. 068
0. 211

Neck

22
10

0. 110
0. 055

H

Mouth

12

0. 024

6. 500

< 0.01

I

Mouth

25

0.,094

1. 867

< 0.01

J

Eyes
Neck

16
18

0.,070
0.,078

6. 267
4. 100

< 0.01
< 0.05

K

Mouth
Neck

73

0., 190
0,,057

2. 967

20

< 0.05
< 0.01

G

Face
Mouth

3 .,000

19
32

0,.061
0 .096

2..933
8.,000

< 0.01

(Grunt)
M

Mouth

28

0 . 140

2,. 167

< 0.01

N1

Mouth

22

0 .087

6 .200

< 0.01

N2

Mouth

24

0 .078

1 .400

< 0.01

PI

Eyes

10
20

0 .054

8 .200

F ace

0 . 100

2 .933

< 0.01
< 0.01

XI

Lips

33

0 .113

4 . 867**

X2

Lips

24

0 .084

3 .833** < 0.01

118

0 .325

0 .967**

L

y

Arm

(Blink)

N.S.

N.S.

< 0.01

■'•'Number of intervals observed.
“"'•'Deficit of observed vs. expected intervals.
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the true underlying processes are Poisson,
gest different parameters

for different tics.

that patients G and L had tics that
which did not.

This

then the tabled values sug¬
It

is also worthy of note

fit a Poisson process and others

finding also may suggest separate mechanisms

generating these tics.

The tabled values

for

for patients N and X also sug¬

gest that the tic generating mechanism may change characteristics with
time.

The

log-survivor curves

for all tics combined.

They often appeared to be composed of two rela¬

tively straight segments,
straight segment

for specific tics were generally simpler than

or at

(Appendix H),

break-points of these curves

least seemed to contain an initial
suggesting Poisson processes.

are

listed by anatomic region in Table

along with "eyeball" BCl's and the D-max intervals.

The BCI

point also are functions of the true underlying process.
appears

The
15,

and break¬

Here again it

that the underlying processes or process parameters may differ

for similar tics across patients.

The shortest
0 seconds.

interval

This was

length observed across all patients was exactly

seen in patient F who once had the apparent simul¬

taneous onset of his otherwise distinct eye blink and neck twist tics.
Other
M,

intervals

and N.

shorter than 0.200 seconds were noted in patients J,

For single tics or even anatomically-related tics,

however,

the data reveal only two tics repeating less than 0.300 seconds
Patient A's neck tics and M's oral tics

K,

apart.

ranged down to intervals of

0.200 seconds and 0.267 second intervals,

respectively.

These shortest

intervals are comparable to some of the average peak tic durations,

seen

.

TABLE
Interval Parameters

15

for Individual Tics

Value of t
Patient

for D-max
(sec)

BCI
(sec)

Break-Point
(sec)

Eye Tics
E
F

3.93
1.67

G
J

1.90
6.27

PI

8.20
0.97

Y
Face Tics
G
PI

9.25

None apprec.

3.75
1.75

3.33

6.25
1.75

1.75
2.67

6.25

1.75
None apprec.

2.93

5.75
2.75

5.50
2.50

6.90

6.25

6.75

3.75

4.00
2.67

5.50

Lip and Mouth Tics
A
G
H

3.97
6.50

I
K

1.87
2.97

M
N1

2.17

3.25
2.75
9.25
9.25

2.50
4.50
8.67

N2
XI

6.20
1.40
4.87

6.25
1.25

7.67
1.67

9.25

None apprec.

X2

3.83

8.25

8.25

2.03
7.17

4.25

2.67
7.00

3.03

7.25
3.25

4.10
3.00

4.75
2.75

13.83
13.60

2.75
4.00

2.50
6.25

8.00

7.75

6.00

2.93

2.75

3.00

Neck Tics
A
F
G
I
K

1.50
4.00
1.75

Sniffs and Sighs
A
A
Phonic Tics
L
Extremity Tics
L

-
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in Table 7

.

A few videotape cases were seen in which a tic repeated

itself before having resolved fully its previous
(majority)

cases of short

at the initial very short
time constraint

interval excess,
intervals,

(data not shown).

episode.

Even in the

there are ocassional deficits

again consistent with some dead¬

PART IV
DISCUSSION

SECTION 10
VIDEOTAPE CAPABILITIES

The application of videotape to medical problems
day.

For Gilles de

la Tourette's symdrome,

is commonplace to¬

many centers employ video¬

taping in clinical assessment and in experimental strategies.

"Micro¬

scopic" analyses of tic phenomenology have not been done previously,
however.
provides

Quantification of videotape resolution,
a better understanding of its

ation of its stroboscopic quality,

limits.

temporal and spatial,

So too does the appreci¬

which steadily worsens as playback

speed is decreased.

One probable indication of resolution limitations
tical differences were found for tic counts
tions

1-6.

sis.)

tics of

and trunk were exhibited by most of the patients as¬

(Foot and toe movements were specifically excluded from analy¬
It would be expected for these tics to increase the tic counts

far focus conditions.
However,
counts

in near and far focus condi¬

Though lower in frequency than head and neck tics,

the extremities
sessed.

is that no statis¬

The observed trend was

it may be that tic counts

in near focus,

in the opposite direction.

in far focus are just as precise as

regardless of whether they accurately indicate the

number of events that actually occurred.

For accurate counts,

gators would be well advised to focus as closely as
of their interest,

in

investi¬

allowed by the scope

be it the whole person or a single tic locale.

-
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Despite its poorer spatial
capabilities

resolution,

slow-motion possesses valuable

for increased temporal resolution.

ly-moving tics with large maximal excursion,

In the cases of rapid¬

"slo-mo" allowed better

definition of motor activity and the rest periods between.

Tic counts

probably can be achieved most reliably with a combination of normal
speed and slow-motion playback.

This purported capability should be in¬

dependent of the rules adopted for defining tics.
necessary for the temporal studies carried out.

Slow-motion also was

SECTION

11

TIC PHENOMENOLOGY

11.1

DURATIONS

Duration determinations were biased by data selection.

The mean val¬

ues obtained probably were decreased by the exclusion of tics presumed
to have been camouflaged by holding.

Also,

the standard deviations may

have been increased by uncertainty in determining the start and end
points of a tic,
purposes.

despite the attempt to define these points

If this uncertainty were the same for all tics,

for study
then it would

make the same absolute contribution to the standard deviations of the
measured durations.

The data show smaller standard deviations

quick, well-defined brow,
slower

lip,

face,

eye,

and neck tics

and mouth tics.

It

for

are than for most of the

is not clear whether this

is

at¬

tributable to intrinsic tic characteristics or to measurement artifact.
Tics did not always start and end in the same resting positions,
adding to the variations
observed durations

It
tions.

It was not determined whether the

conformed to a normal distribution.

is not obvious what
For patient N,

clinically similar,

in duration.

further

information can be gleaned from absolute dura¬

it was mentioned that tics #12 and 15,

had very similar durations.

their origins may be related.

which were

This suggests that
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One might expect

intuitively that simple tics have durations close to

those for maximal velocity voluntary movements.
as the author is

aware,

no body of

In vitro muscle twitch durations

Unfortunately,

as

far

literature exists on such durations.

and in vivo measurements of ankle re¬

flex duration and joint-specific maximal oscillating rhythms are not
sufficiently similar to the tics seen in this study for comparison.
Complex tics,

on the other hand,

class of guided movements,

seem to belong to the kinesiological

requiring the continual contraction and coor¬

dination of agonist and antagonist muscles.
some hypothetical sensorimotor program.

They may be controlled by

Depending on sensory feedback,

greater variability in their duration might result.

For example,

the

duration of a complex touching tic might vary according to the distance
or tactile value of the touched object,
be more stereotyped in duration.

whereas a simple arm tic might

It would be interesting to compare tic

durations to test these putative distinctions.

11.2

OCCURRENCE PATTERNS

A number of reservations

require attention.

log-survivor plots when all tics
tence of multiple proceses,

are included may be due to the exis¬

sequentially or

contribution from each one drops out,
tion)

the log-survivor plots are simpler for

an incomplete part of a

for different tics.

the slope of the overall

log-survivor curve would change.

with this hypothesis.

individual tics

It

the

(summa¬

is consistent

the pattern observed may be

mathematically-simpler whole.

first reservation is made apparent.

As

The subjective impression that

Alternatively though,
larger,

The complexity of the

is

recalled that

Here the

foot and some
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speech tics were excluded form analysis.
excluded all but head and neck tics.
(or other)

generator,

Also,

the near

focus segments

One can imagine a single Poisson

gated into various anatomic effectors.

observation and analysis of only a portion of the anatomic
not necessarily reflect the underlying process.

Selective

locales would

The individual tic be¬

havior and the so-called "overall" behavior analyzed here,

then,

may

represent some gating phenomenon rather than a generating phenomenon.

Studies on tic occurrence might also be complicated by tic suppres¬
sion.

Most subjects were not

their tics.
pen."

instructed on whether to allow or suppress

When they did ask,

they were told to "let your tics hap¬

Their usual behavior habits may not have permitted this

however,
result,

especially in the
again,

fully,

"with observer" recording conditions.

The

is that perceived tic occurrence patterns may not faith¬

fully reflect the underlying tic impulse patterns.

The algorithm employed here
tive.
tics

for defining tics

surely is not defini¬

If the sequences of continuous movement were defined as multiple
instead of single extended tics,

interval

have been even stronger in suggesting bouts.

analysis probably would
[For tic 01

(patient X),

it may have meant the difference between accepting and rejecting the
Poisson hypothesis.]

Minimum and maximum limits
derlying processes.
this study.

for repeat

intervals may restrict the un¬

Apparent minimums of around 250 msec were seen in

The minimums observed here were

ily for underlying neuronal activity.
cluding muscular,

for behavior,

not necessar¬

Many stages of regulation,

in¬

may intervene between tic generator and clinical ex-
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pression.

Nonetheless,

it seems that any Poisson hypothesis

for

individual tics may need to account for a "dead time" when no tics can
be initiated.

Similarly,

it would be interesting to test the interval

from tic end to tic start,
tested here.
segments
Y's

rather than the start to start

Maximum intervals were

for most of the patients

intervals

limited by the 60 second taping

in this

study.

The

limit on patient

eye blink intervals was mentioned above.

The previously mentioned reservation on the author/investigator's
inexperience is

reiterated here.

extends to tardive dyskinesia and,
few minutes
quently,

in length,

This

inexperience and unfamiliarity

except

for seeing the videotapes of a

to the study subjects'

tic repertoires.

Conse¬

some putative tics were difficult to distinguish from adventi¬

tial voluntary movements
for patient X.

and from the movements of tardive dyskinesia

In some cases,

the author was able to observe the pa¬

tients directly during hour-long clinical
videotapes of the subject.
perts on TS,

also.

subtle tics,

though,

Finally,

interviews or to view other

Consultation was made to the available ex¬

With the existence of camouflaging and naturally
some tics probably remained unrecognized.

patient X accounted for many of the "tics" which distin¬

guished themselves

from other tics

in the analyses.

The correct

inter¬

pretation of these findings may regard a distinction between the behav¬
ior of movements
however,

in TD and the behavior of tics

includes them as tics

in TS.

for purposes of analysis and discussion.

The eye blinks of patient Y also were distinct

from other tics.

may represent normal eyeblinks rather than TS tics.
considerations,

This paper,

some interpretations are offered.

They

Tempered by these
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Frequency distribution analysis effectively groups
whether they occur with intervals
block.

Even then,

it does

light,

it

interval

length of the defined

This

information is much less

lengths used for interval analysis.

the

the CD suggested

from interval analysis.

The interval analysis of individual tics was
ular,

found to be

In the cases where

frequency analysis did reject the Poisson hypothesis,
consistent with the results

resolved
In this

is not surprising that the frequency approach was

much less discriminating than the interval method.

clumping,

according to

so only for tics occurring on the same side

of arbitrary block boundaries.
than the exact

less than the

tics

interesting.

In partic¬

log-survivor plots often took a form suggestive of dual Pois¬

son processes.

Each plot should be regressed to find the X parameters

which describe it best.
patients or

Comparison of X values

for similar tics

across

for a single patient across tics would then be more valid

than comparisons of the subjectively determined BCl's.

Break-points

also would be established objectively with knowledge of X values.
parameters provided here assume a single Poisson process,

The X

an apparently

invalid assumption for most cases.

The four tics

for which the Poisson hypotheses were not rejected in¬

cluded one tic from patient X.

The other three,

at

least,

are consis¬

tent with the hypothesis that tics can occur in a random and independent
pattern.

In the sensory system,

random background discharge
Poisson mechanism.

cat spinal neurons can exhibit such a

(Hunt and Kuno 1959),

consistent with a

One of the two phonic tics tested was among the

three fitting a Poisson hypothesis.

The contrast between these 3 tics
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and the others may be related to the phenomenon of self-inciting,
perpetuating bouts of tics.

However,

self-

the patients were not questioned

on this topic.

These tics help justify the arbitrary choice of a Poisson null hy¬
pothesis.

There

is no assurance,

family of processes.

though,

Markov processes

event depends on the preceding event),
the probability function is

that all tics

(in which the probability of an
other renewal processes

reset after each event),

er mathematical models may describe tic occurrence.
sis may prove useful

analysis of single tics
though,

(where

or any of many oth¬
Time series

analy¬

in future pattern research.

Further simplification of

doubtful,

follow a single

log-survivor plots may be possible by the

in single recording conditions.

This seems

given the fact that the overall rates were similar in

recording conditions
in Appendix E shows

1,

2,

that

5,

and 6.

Also,

inspection of the timelines

intervals both longer and shorter than the eye¬

ball BCl's seem to occur in almost all one-minute periods,

suggesting

that state transitions may occur even in that short time span.

Two tics

could not be fit to a Poisson process because of a deficit

of shorter intervals.

One may have been a normal eye blink

and the other may have been a TD-related dyskinesia.

The eye blink dis¬

tinguished itself also for a maximum observed interval
seconds.

The narrow distribution of

interval

suggests a more uniform distribution of events

lengths

(patient Y),

length of 8.25
for this blink

in time.

One is

curious

whether the pattern of event occurrence can be used to distinguish TS
from TD,

other movement disorders,

and normal movements.
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Both Machlis'

model of heirarchical processes

in the introduction,
tics.
it

is

Under Machlis'

II,

proposed

can account for the occurrence of single,

isolated

model,

is

a very short bout.

Under the second,

a tic belonging either to one of the slow states or to a fast

state of very short duration.
Model

it

and Model

I.)

(In the

For recording conditions 3 and 4,

to determine whether the patients
reading

(Model

achieved

latter case,

(Model

II)

Model

there is

II

reduces to

insufficient data

remained in a single slow state while

or whether fast ticking states of short duration were

I or

II).

Such a determination eventually might be cor¬

related with the regulation of the tic generator.

Future studies might ask which parameters change with disease severi¬
ty:

the individual

X's,

the time spent

in each state,

or both.

also must question the processes that exist on a time scale
the several minutes
scribed?

for videotapes

in this study.

larger than

How can they be de¬

Only full characterization of tic behavior will

waxing and waning.

One

fully define

Correlations with clinical parameters might be test¬

ed then.

Determination of X values on all time scales might also illu¬

minate tic

families,

each consisting of tics with related rates.

Such

families could be analogous to ethological behaviour systems.

11.3

VARIABILITY IN TEMPORAL BEHAVIOR

The variability in duration seen for single tics points to some regu¬
latory capacity in the mechanism producing tic movements.
tions were noted across

These varia¬

recording conditions and across clinic visits.

They were seen in only a fraction of the cases

studied.

It

is not known
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whether a

larger proportion would have shown variation if more occur¬

rences had been seen for each tic.
large

(doubling or more),

Certainly,

the variation could be

as seen for tics 01 and 02

(patient X) by

clinic visit.

It would be

interesting to ascertain the variability across patients

for anatomically-related tics.

As the kinesiological

literature sug¬

gests no anthropomorphic effects on maximum movement velocities
1971),

then such variations

(Rasch

also would indicate variability at a level

higher than the motor neuron.

The clear-cut decrease

in tic rate observed during reading stands

accord with the observations of Tanner
ing protocol.
on tic rate
tasks

noted under the same tap¬

Shapiro's contention that mental arithmetic had no effect

(1986)

is not necessarily discordant,

cannot be equated.

identification task,

because these two

In comparing mental arithmetic with a word

Williams

eral vascular resistance
jects.

(1982),

in

(1975)

(PVR)

found opposite responses

in periph¬

and forearm blood flow for normal sub¬

(Word identification was accompanied by an increase in PVR and a

decrease in flow.)
line values.

Both tasks

The two tasks

caused significant deviation from base¬

are viewed as paradigms of sensory intake

and sensory rejection behavior,

respectively.

The neurologic origin of these cardiovascular changes has not been
established with certainty,
plicated.

In the rat,

but central nervous system origins are im¬

a blood pressure

learned anticipation of painful
by intracisternal

(BP)

footshock.

increase is seen during
This

response is

attenuated

injection of 6-OHDA one week prior to testing

(Surwit
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1982,
rise

p.

35).

in BP

droxylase

Direct stimulation of the

(Przuntek 1971).

In man,

locus coeruleus also produced a

a 50-fold decrease in tyrosine hy¬

(the rate-limiting enzyme in catecholamine synthesis) was

found in the

locus coeruleus of autopsy subjects with a history of

idiopathic orthostatic hypotension

(Black 1976).

Surwit reviewed this

and other evidence implicating central noradrenergic mechanisms
constriction.

For some of the animal

other mechanisms
clear though,

findings

it

is necessary to invoke

acting in consort with the NE one(s).

as Williams states

ergic apparatus must be intact

(1978),

in vaso¬

It does seem

that the central catecholamin-

for the normal blood pressure changes to

be seen.

Neurophysiologically,

Schechter and Buchsbaum

(1973)

studied atten¬

tion effects on visual and auditory average evoked responses
Compared to mental arithmetic,
AER amplitude and a decrease
plitude.

(AER's).

stimulus vigilance caused a decrease in

in the effect of stimulus

intensity on am¬

Amplitude and the intensity-amplitude dependency were interme¬

diate in a "no instructions" condition.

It

is possible to extend this hypothesizing to Tourette's.

the seat of noradrenergic effects on reading,

the

increase in NE activi¬

ty could increase activity in the serotonergic raphe nucleus.
turn could act to suppress nigrostriatal activity,
tic rate.

Whatever

This

in

presumably decreasing

Reading and observer presence produced opposite effects on

tic duration.

It is not as obvious how these effects might be mediated.

The mechanisms might

include anything from amendments of the fundamental

motor programs governing tics,
neural output,

to modulations somewhere down the

to direct muscular effects,

line of

or any combination of these.

.
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It

is not clear how to interpret the clear increase in tic rate while

reading which one patient showed.
gested that the
may be important

In previous

studies,

informational content of the external
(Kootz

1979).

significance for patient N,

it has been sug¬

focus of attention

If the reading material had personal

then internal reflection and relative senso¬

ry rejection may have been engendered.

The data on order effects do not reach statistical

significance,

but

they hint that tic rate decreases progressively with time under the
reading condition.

The

literature on attention effects does not discuss

such progression or accommodation phenomena.

The question of whether tics are voluntary is not addressed directly
by this study.

Variability in duration and occurrence patterns

that the tic-generating mechanism(s)
volition is
tors.

a regulator.

can be regulated,

indicate

but not whether

Attention and reading were indirect regula¬

The probable concurrent cardiovascular effects of attention indi¬

cate that they may also be non-specific regulators.

It should be possi¬

ble to study duration and occurrence while asking the subjects to
modulate these parameters
be specific,

specifically.

The effects,

though,

might not

as the task could engender sensory rejection behavior and

its cardiovascular concommitants.

SECTION 12
MOTOR ACTIVITY GENERATORS

Whether or not history will bear him out,
(1983)

on the neuroanatomic defects

Devinsky's speculations

in TS exemplifies

avenues of thought paved by "experiments of nature,"
lethargica and Tourette's Syndrome.
that

research on TS will

It

like encephalitis

is the hope of all concerned

lead to not only a cure for the disease,

better understanding of brain function.
motor movement

the stimulating

Specifically,

but a

the control of

is one area that will be illuminated as TS becomes better

understood.

The specific neural substrate(s)
not known today.

responsible for generating tics

Nor are the control mechanisms which influence it.

How might neuronal oscillators be involved?
some additional

is

This

report has provided

information on the output properties of the generator.

A knowledge of its
influences on it,

inherent properties,

of any inhibitory and excitatory

and of any downstream gating mechanisms, will be re¬

quired before the phenomena of duration,

pattern of occurrence,

their variability will be readily predictable.

and

Multiple tic generators

may be needed to explain the manifold symptoms of any given patient.
short review of relevant motor mechanisms

A

is presented below.

Much histopathologic and neurochemical evidence points to the patho¬
genic role of the midbrain DA systems

in the movement disorders.

It is
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believed that they act via the basal ganglia to influence motor events.
The consequent symptoms
to akinesia,
tion

run the gamut

from tremor,

slowed visual reaction time,

(maximal speeds not established),

cating dopaminergic systems
lucidly by DeLong

chorea,

decreased

and others.

and athetosis

(usual)

speed of mo¬

The evidence impli¬

and the basal ganglia in turn is reviewed

(1981).

Among the evidence correlating the basal ganglia with movement
ation is DeLong's own demonstration

(1972)

detectable in the monkey basal ganglia at
first EMG activity.
motor cortex.

(This

initi¬

that electrical activity is
least

100 msec prior to the

finding is similar to that

for cerebellum and

Temporal precedence among them has not been established.)

Neurosurgically,

lesions of the caudate nucleus

Parkinson's disease.

Hemiballismus

is the best known example of basal

ganglia lesion causing involuntary movements.
son suggested that

can ablate the tremor of

As

long ago as

1929,

Wil¬

involuntary movements were release phenomena of the

precentral motor cortex.

Today though,

the consensus opinion holds that

the basal ganglia exert mixed inhibitory and excitatory effects on high¬
er motor mechanisms.

Disagreement still exists on whether the dopaminergic systems have an
excitatory or inhibitory effect on the basal ganglia
However,

1984a).

some interesting discoveries on the modus operandus of the mid¬

brain DA systems have been made.

When firing,

-organized neurons exhibit one of two modes,
bursting

(Grace

(Grace

1984b).

to adjacent DA neurons

During bursting,

these topographically

either the irregular or the

they may couple electrically

and synchronize their release of DA

(Grace

1983).
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The authors hypothesize that this

can result

range of their neuromodulatory effects,

in an extension of the

either toward lower-affinity re¬

ceptors and/or toward anatomically-distant receptors

(Grace

1984b).

The

discharge patterns of the basal ganglia also have been characterized,
but the author is not aware of any comparisons with the dopaminergic
patterns.
tion is
ever,

How such coupling and bursting may be involved in tic genera¬

left to speculation for now.

it

is

For patient X in this

study,

how¬

interesting that his movements often occurred in paroxysms

within an anatomic region.

That

is,

tongue movement would be

by lip movement and then by a different

lip movement.

followed

In patient F,

brow raise //I occurred only as an immediate prologue to eyeblink #4.
(Data not shown.)

Could these be effected by the same DA burst?

An approach opposite in orientation is taken by another study.
stead of

folowing the neuronal train forward

ganglia --> ?supplementary motor cortex),
by defining the specific muscles

(substantia nigra --> basal

it takes an inductive approach

involved in some facial tics.

known that different regions of the facial motor nucleus
ent afferents.

If the muscles

level of the motor nucleus,
be indicted in TS

It

is

receive differ¬

involved are anatomically related at the

then some earlier neuronal mechanism(s)

(de Lanerolle,

personal communication).

EMG techniques do not offer sufficient spatial
periment.

In¬

[Non-invasive

resolution for this ex¬

The investigators draw on videotape techniques

identification of facial muscle action.

may

for the subtle

(Ekman 1975)]

Various new imaging technologies promise interesting applications to
neurological research.

Using xenon-133 regional cerebral blood flow

88
(rCBF)

techniques,

Roland

(1980)

studied human subjects assigned a com¬

plex motor sequence for the fingers.

He inferred from increased rCBF

that neuronal activity increased in the contralateral primary motor
area,

the contralateral sensory area,

and the supplementary motor areas

bilaterally during performance of the task.
the task without execution,
an increase.
tasks.

During mental

imaging of

only the supplementary motor cortices showed

The same area was silent during sensory discrimination

[Most speculation on the

on the supplementary motor area

localization of motor programs
(Kandel

1985).]

In the future,

centers
similar

research strategies may be served best by positron emission tomography.

Magnetic field recording is
netic

fields generated by electrical currents.

toward the
brain.
(see

a technique which derives

Its application has been

identification of sources of electrical activity in the

Most commonly,

evoked responses have been the subject of study

for example, Wood 1985).

compared to that
electrodes

from the mag¬

The resolution of this technique has been

from invasive electrical potential recordings

implanted deep in the brain

(Barth 1984).

from

(The skull

is

transparent to magnetic fields while being a great resistor for electri¬
cal potentials.)

It also

is

combined with electrical potential findings

for even greater deductive power

(Wood

1985).

The mathematical models

for current configuration in the brain and the conducting properties of
the brain are being refined continually.

Several characteristics of magnetic
plication to TS.
ed,

First,

field recording may limit

its

ap¬

the facilities required are rather sophisticat¬

including super-cooled SQUID's

(super-conducting quantum interfer-

89
ence devices)

for detection of the femtotesla fields.

Second,

like

radiologic imaging but as opposed to electrical potential measurement,
the technique now uses off-the-patient detectors
a stationary subject.
very many events
field map.

(This

Finally,

and therefore requires

due to activity elsewhere in the brain,

are required for the completion of an averaged magnetic
requirement

is

for over

identification of an epileptogenic focus,

1000 spikes
and over

gically we 11-coordinated evoked responses.)

100

in the interictal
for the neurolo-

It would be difficult to

obtain such data for a single pathologic movement

in TS or other move¬

ment disorders.

Further speculation on motor mechanisms would further exceed the
its of modesty imposed by the extent of
Potentially a devastating disease,
teresting one,
tool

Gilles de

and always

la Tourette's

for enlarging that knowledge.

(the author's)

lim¬

knowledge today.

a phenomenologically in¬

Syndrome may prove a valuable
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Appendix A
TOURETTE SYNDROME GLOBAL SCALE

(From Harcherik 1984.)

TOURETTT: SYMT)RO!!K GLOBAL SCALE (TEGS)

FREQUENCY

CODE FOR FREOUEIICY Co
1
2
3
4
5

■
■
■
■
•

RATER.

DATE.

NAME

DISRUPTION

1 or less in 5 min.
1 in 1-4.9 min.
from 1 in 1.9 min co
4 in 1 min.
5 or more in 1 min.
«
virtually uncountable %

00 O V

AO

-* c3

a
w uvote,
-T3

a.

§ as.
S 1o

CJ < c

SIMPLE MOTOR
non-purposaful
tics, jerks 4/or
aovwasncs

0

1

2

3

4

5

COMPLEX MOTOR
purposeful,
thoughtful act loos
(systematic actions
rituals, touching self,
others, or objects

0

1

2

3

4

5

1

SIMPLE PHONIC
aon-purposeful
noises, throat clearing,
coughing

0

1

2

3

4

5

COMPLEX PHONIC
putposaful. Insults,
coprolalia, words
dlsclngulshabla spaech

0

1

2

3

4

5

1
o

a. c
a s

W H tfc

c
«

CJ •

3

4

5

PXD -

2

3

4

5

PXD -

1

2

3

4

5

PXD •

1

2

3

4

5

PXD -

BEHAVIOR (conduct)
0
No problaa
5
Subtle problems normal peer, school, and family relations,
10 Sosas problams, at laaat one relationship area Impaired
15 Clear Impairment In more than one area.
20 Serious Impairment, affects all areas.
25 Unacceptable social behavior, constant supervision.
MOTOR RESTLESSNESS
0
Normal movemanc
5
Adventitial movements, visible no problem.
10
Increased motor restlessness, clearly visible, some problem.
15 Clear motor restlessness, moderate problem.
20 Mostly In motion but occasionally stops. Impaired functioning.
25 Non-stop motion, clearly can't function.
SCHOOL 4 LEARNING PROBLEMS
0
No problem,
5
Low grades.
10 Should ba or In some special classes, or repaaced.
15 All special classes
20 Special School.
25 Oneducatabla, home bound.
UORX 4 OCCUPATION PROBLEMS
0
No problem.
5
Stable Job soma difficulty.
10 Serious problems.
15 Lost lota of Jobs.
20 Almost never employed.
25 Unemployed.

((SM+CM)/2)+((SP+CP)/2) + ((B + MR + SCHOOL OR WORK PROB.) X 2/3) • GLOBAL SCORE

Appendix B
SAS PROGRAM FOR RELIABILITY DETERMINATION BY ANOVA

CMS FILEDEF PI DISK PI DATA Al;
DATA BASIC;
INFILE PI;
INPUT @7 RECCOND @11 TIC $ @15 PKDUR1 @18 TOTDUR1 @23 PKDUR2 @26 TOTDUR2;
DATA TABLE (KEEP=RECCOND TIC PKDUR1 PKDUR2 TOTDUR1 TOTDUR2 PKROWSUM TOTROWSM)
ANOVA (DROP=PKDURl PKDUR2 TOTDUR1 TOTDUR2 PKROWSUM TOTROWSM);
SET BASIC END=E;
IF PKDUR2=.
IF PKDUR1=.

THEN PKDUR1=.;
THEN PKDUR2=.;

IF PKDUR1 NE

.

THEN PKN+1;

PKVAR2 +

.

OR TOTDURl NE

THEN TOTDURl=.;

IF TOTDURl=.

THEN TOTDUR2=.;

IF TOTDUR1 NE

PKROWSUM=PKDUR1+PKDUR2;
PKG + (PKDUR1 + PKDUR2);
IF PKDUR1 NE

IF TOTDUR2=.

.

THEN TOTN+1;

T0TR0WSM=T0TDUR1+T0TDUR2;
TOTG + (TOTDURl + TOTDUR2);
.

THEN OUTPUT TABLE;

(PKDUR1**2 + PKDUR2**2);

PKVAR4 + PKROWSUM*"2/2;

TOTVAR2 + (T0TDUR1**2+T0TDUR2**2);
T0TVAR4 + TOTROWSM**2/2;

IF E THEN DO;
PKVAR1 = PKG**2/(PKN*2);
PKSSBET=PKVAR4-PKVAR1;

TOTVAR1 = TOTG**2/(TOTN*2);
T0TSSBET=T0TVAR4-T0TVAR1;

PKDFBET=PKN-1;
PKMSBET=PKSSBET/PKDFBET;
PKSSWIT=PKVAR2-PKVAR4;

TOTDFBET=TOTN-1;
TOTMSBET=TOTSSBET/TOTDFBET;
T0TSSWIT=T0TVAR2-T0TVAR4;

TOTDFWIT=TOTN;
PKDFWIT=PKN;
PKMSWIT=PKSSWIT/PKDFWIT;
TOTMSWIT=TOTSSWIT/TOTDFWIT;
PKTHETA=(PKMSBET-PKMSWIT)/2/PKMSWIT;
PKREL1=PKTHETA/(1+PKTHETA);

TOTTHETA=(TOTMS BET-TOTMSWIT)/2/TOTMSWIT;
TOTRELl=TOTTHETA/(1+TOTTHETA);

PKRE L2=2*PKREL1/(1+PKREL1);
TOTREL2=2*TOTRELl/(1+TOTREL1);
OUTPUT ANOVA;
END;

Appendix C
SAS PROGRAM FOR FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS

CMS FILEDEF TESTDATA DISK A DATA;
DATA TIME;
INFILE TESTDATA;
INPUT @1 TIME TIME5.

@9 TICTYPE;

IF TICTYPE=0 THEN DELETE;
PROC FREQ;
TABLES TIME/OUT=D NOPRINT;
DATA FREQ (KEEP=COUNT RENAME=(COUNT=TPS)) TICTOTAL

(DROP=TIME PERCENT I);

SET D END=EOF;
OUTPUT FREQ;
0BSTIME=360;
TICTOTAL+COUNT;
IF EOF THEN DO I=(_N_+1) TO OBSTIME;
COUNT=0; OUTPUT FREQ;
END;
IF EOF THEN DO;
TPS=-1; LAMBDA=TICTOTAL/OBSTIME;

OUTPUT TICTOTAL;

END;
PROC MEANS DATA=FREQ NOPRINT MEAN VAR;
OUTPUT OUT=COEFDISP MEAN=MEAN VAR=S2;
PROC FREQ DATA=FREQ;
TABLES TPS/0UT=0 NOPRINT;
DATA DISTRIB (KEEP=TPS COUNT EXPFREQ RENAME=(COUNT=OBSFREQ));
SET TICTOTAL 0;
BY TPS;

IF _N_=1 THEN D°;
L=LAMBDA; 0=0BSTIME; END;
IF _N_=2 THEN EXPFREQ=EXP(-L)*0;
IF _N_ GT 2 THEN EXPFREQ=EXPFREQ*L/TPS;
IF _N_ GT 1 THEN DO;
CUMCOUNT + COUNT;
CUMEXP + EXPFREQ;
REMEXP=0-CUMEXP;
IF REMEXP LT 5 THEN DO;
EXPFREQ=EXPFREQ+REMEXP;
OUTPUT; STOP; END;
OUTPUT; END;

C0UNT=0-(CUMCOUNT-COUNT); TPS=99;

RETAIN L 0 EXPFREQ;
DATA STATS (KEEP=MYCHISQ MYLIKRAT PROB);
SET DISTRIB END=E;
MYCHISQ +

(ABS(OBSFREQ-EXPFREQ)-.5)**2/EXPFREQ;

MYLIKRAT + 2*0BSFREQ*L0G(0BSFREQ/EXPFREQ);
IF E THEN DO;
PRQB=1-PR0BCHI(MYLIKRAT, _N_-1);

OUTPUT;

END;

DATA PRINT

(DROP=PERCENT MEAN);

SET TICTOTAL DISTRIB STATS COEFDISP
IF TPS=-1 THEN TPS=.;
COEFDISP=S2/MEAN;

Appendix D
SAS PROGRAM FOR INTERVAL ANALYSIS

CMS FILEDEF TESTDATA DISK SC2 DATA;
DATA WORK (KEEP=INTERVAL) TICTOTAL (DROP=RECCOND TIME TICTYPE);
INFILE TESTDATA END=E;
INPUT @1 TIME TIME5. @7 RECCOND @9 TICTYPE @11 TIC $ @23 TIMEFRAC;
TIME=TIME/60 + TIMEFRAC/30;
IF TICTYPE NE 0 THEN DO;
TICTOTAL + 1; INTERVAL=INT(1000000-DIF(TIME)); END;
IF LAG (TICTYPE) = 0 THEN INTERVAL^;
IF INTERVAL NE . THEN DO;
INTTOTAL + 1; OUTPUT WORK; END;
IF E THEN DO;
0BSTIME=360;
LAMBDA = TICTOTAL/OBSTIME; INTERVAL=-1; OUTPUT TICTOTAL; END;
PROC SORT DATA=WORK;
BY INTERVAL;
DATA CUMINTER (KEEP=OBSTOTAL INTERVAL DIFFPLUS DIFMINUS N CUMOBS CUMEXP);
SET TICTOTAL WORK;
BY INTERVAL;
IF _n_=i THEN D°;
L=LAMBDA; OBSTOTAL=INTTOTAL; END;
ELSE DO;
CUMOBS + 1/OBSTOTAL; N + 1;
IF LAST.INTERVAL THEN DO;
CUMEXP=1-EXP(-L*(INTERVAL/1000000)); DIFFPLUS=ABS(CUMEXP-CUMOBS);
DIFMINUS=ABS(CUMEXP-LAG(CUMOBS)); OUTPUT; END;
END;
RETAIN L OBSTOTAL;
DATA KOLSMIR (KEEP=DMAX D05 D01);
SET CUMINTER END=E;
DMAX=MAX(DIFFPLUS, DIFMINUS, DMAX);
IF E THEN DO;
D05=.886/SQRT(OBSTOTAL); D01=l.031/SQRT(OBSTOTAL);
OUTPUT; END;
RETAIN DMAX;

Appendix E
TIMELINES FOR TIC OCCURRENCE

indicates continuous videotape observation
indicates a discontinuity in observation
indicates a tic occurrence
Some tic events are not shown because of graphics resolution,
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Appendix F
LOG-SURVIVOR PLOTS FOR ALL DATA

"% surviving" is the fraction of observed intervals longer than the val¬
ue on the abscissa.

Data from all recording conditions are included.
Intervals greater than 30 seconds in length are not shown.
*P* indicates Poisson hypothesis not rejected.
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Appendix G
LOG-SURVIVOR PLOTS FOR RECORDING CONDITIONS 1, 2, 5, AND 6

"% surviving" is the fraction of observed intervals longer than the val¬
ue on the abscissa.

Data from recording conditions 1, 2, 5, and 6 are included.
Intervals greater than 30 seconds in length are not shown.
*P* indicates Poisson hypothesis not rejected.
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Appendix H
LOG-SURVIVOR PLOTS FOR INDIVIDUAL TICS

"% surviving" is the fraction of observed intervals longer than the va
ue on the abscissa.
Data from recording conditions 1, 2, 5, 6,

7, and 8 are included,

Intervals greater than 30 seconds in length are not shown.
*P* indicates Poisson hypothesis not rejected.
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